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Avoid Negativism, Carroll
Tells MSUSummer Grads

(illis

Gov. Julian M. Carroll urged summer
graduates at Murray State University
here Friday to accept their heritage
and to avoid the negativism that has
become prevalent in American society.
Sounding a note of caution to the class
of 501 graduates that included his
daughter, Patrice, Carroll warned that
people no longer seem to believe in
themselves, in the family, the church,
schools, businesses, or corporations.
"The note of commonality among us
today in America seems to be that we
are not satisfied, yet we have more than
any people in past generations have
ever thought about having — more
conveniences, more education, better
health."
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LEADS PROCESSIONAL — Kentucky Governor Julian Carroll is shown here leading the processional for Murray
State University summer graduation ceremonies Friday. Carroll's daughter Patrice was among the 501 summer
graduates receiving degrees from the university. Speaking to the class, Carroll urged graduates to accept their
heritage and avoid the negativism that has become prevalent in American society. University officials conferred an
honorary doctorate of humanities degree on retired art department head Clara M. Eagle during commen'cement
Friday.
Staff Photo by Lowell Atchley

Waterlogged Residents-Of-West
Texas Brace For Still More Rain
By JAMES R. RING
Associated Press Writer
ALBANY, Texas (AP) — Waterlogged residents of western Texas,
already inundated by up to 30 inches of
rain in the last two days, braced for
more flooding today as the runoff sent
rivers gushing from their banks.
Water poured over earthen dams and
spillways, and creaks that barely
trickled a few days ago grew two miles
wide across the rolling west Texas
prairies.
The killer stormremnants of
Tropical Storm Amelia — has claimed
at least 20 lives while carving a 200mile-long swath of destruction from
central to northwestern Texas.
No rain was falling early today and
skies were forecast to remain partly
cloudy.
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considerable
cloudiness
Considerable cloudiness with
scattered light showers today,
ending tonight. Cool with highs
today in the upper 70s to low 80s.
Lows tonight in the low to mid
Ms. Partly sunny and pleasant
Sunday. Highs in the low 80s
Winds, light - northeast today
and tonight.

The Texas Department of Public
The central Texas counties of BenSafety said 20 bodies had been
ders, Kerr and Kendall were declared
recovered across the state, including 16
.
. disaster areas by President.Cyter.
Officials estimate the flood damage in
in central Texas and four in Albany, a
those adjoining counties at well over $50
farming town of 2,500 residents.
million. Gov. Dolph Briscoe asked
The storm inundated Albany with
Carter late Friday to include Haskell
nearly 15 inches of rain late Thursday
and Shackelford counties in west Texas
night and early Friday and sent a
as eligible for disaster relief.
"tremendous wall of water" down
Hubbard Creek that flows through the
middle of town.

Carroll told the capped and gowned
listeners of his concern that the
traditional values of life that have been
handed down be perpetuated by today's
society. He urged the graduates to
perceive America as a nation of
respected institutions built by humans
on a foundation of warmth, love and
affection.
-We are now living in a decade and a
generation, particularly, in which it
seems to be extremely popular to undermine and even to attempt to destroy
"These 'inslifutions -= —the home, the
church, the schools and America's
corporate enterprises."
He said Americans cannot survive
from one generation to another as a
people, but can surive with only that
which is left from one generation to the
next.
"We really leave little in ourselve,"
he reiterated,"but we leave that which
we have contributed to the furtherance
of the cause of justice,the cause of love,
the cause of brotherhood, the cause of
education, the cause of science . ."
Carroll advised the graduates that
they will find much to live for if they
approach life with an optimistic at-

titude, "one on which to build without
tearing down, on on which to accept the
standards of life of the past until better
ones are found as replacements."
Vicki Morris Edith of Louisville was
recognized as the top graduate in the
summer class with a perfect academic
standing of 4.00. Other summa cum
laude graduates and their grade
standings were: David Leslie Smith,
Henderson, 3.97; Patricia Rottgering,
Paducah, 3.94; Nancy Milner Bugg,
Union City Tenn., 3.86; Cathe Jane

Beverly Supper Club
Owners Critical
Of Remarks
By ANDY LIPPMAN
Associated Press Writer
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Remarks
by Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll have
()Domain causecLthe owners-al the Be-verly Hills Supper Club to break their
self-imposed public silence on the
events surrounding the May 1977 fire.
Richard Schilling, who owned the
Southgate, Ky., club where 165 persons
died in a fire May 28, 1977, sat and
listened Friday as his attorney read a
prepared statement about the recent
grand jury report on the fire.
"Governor Carroll has chosen again
to hide behind the cloak of his office and
to make scurrilous, scandalous, illconsidered and unwise itatements
concerning the Beverly Hills fire," the
Schillings said.
Schilling owned the club along with
his four sons.

Although the water receded by- late
Friday, four people were still listed as
missing in Albany, officials said. Lawrence Winkler, the county agriculture
extension agent who was serving as a
press spokesman, said there was
almost no hope they would be alive.
"Please stay away from the Brazos
River," begged the National Weather
Service in a flood warning late Friday
that predicted a very rapid rise in the
river caused by rains of up to 30 inches.
in its drainage area. .
The Clear Fork of the Brazos,north or-Albany, was running two miles wide
Friday night, the service said. Normally, the fork is a dry creek bed.
Residents of Albany suffered through
a night of terror, some of them clinging
to trees, rooftops and oil rigs. Rescue
helicopters plucked 26 survivors from
such roosts Friday morning. Forty-two
people were evacuated from a nursing
home.
The surge of floodwater ripped across
U.S. 283, washing the pavement away.
The road, like most others into Albany,
was still closed late Friday.
A Department of public Safety
spokesman said the wall of water
destroyed 25 to 30 homes and a dozen
businesses in Albany. Another 300
homes were damaged an dozens of
vehicles were washed away or
wrecked.
State troopers and National Guardsmen earlier Friday evacuated some of
the 1,100 residents of Throckmorton,
north of Albany, because of fears the
earthen dam of Lake Throckmorton
would break.

UNION CARBIDE GRANT TO MURRAY STATE --- Clay Zerby (center),
plant manager of the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant of Union Carbide,
presents a grant check of $2,000 to Dr. Constantine W. Curds, president of
Murray State University. Shown with them is Joel Ellington, superintendent
of employment at Union Carbide. The grant is to 130 used for the advancement of the chemistry and physics programs on the Campus.

CONSERVATION WORKSHOP — Nine teachers from the Murray and Calloway County school systems were
among 27 enrolled in the 25th annual Conservation Workshop at Murray State University July 19-Aug.4. Shown with
Wayne Williams, workshop director, are:(from left), sitting) Opal Howard, Murray Middle School; Lynda Coleman
and Marianne Davis, Calloway County High School; Sue Miller, Murray High School; loan Bowker, Murray city
schools; and Susan Hargrove, Murray Middle School; and (standing) Diana Jones and Gail Turner, Southwest Elementary School; and Joanna Sykes, Calloway County High School Offered as a credit course entitled Techniques of
Teaching Conservation, the workshop was designed to assist both elementary and secondary teachers in the integration of conservation into their classroom instruction.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter is beginning a major push to
overhaul the tax-cut bill that the House
will take up next week, with the administration seeking to aim the relief
more toward lower-and middleincome
taxpayers.
Carter and liberal congressional
Democrats agreed Friday on a
proposal to amend the legislation -approved by the House Ways and
Means Committee last week — to
reduce the benefits richer taxpayers
would get from the proposed tax cut
ite—PrOPOIR117—hr—Refrinell"T7
Corman, D-Calif, and Joseph Fisher, DVa., is a final effort in the House by the
administration to get a measure more
to the liking of Carter, who so far has
failed to convince the Congress to cut
taxes his way.
For example, the committee bili
would give a tax cut of $62 to a fourmember family making $10,000 and
having typical deductions. The ad-

ministrationbacked compromise by
Corman and Fisher would cut taxes for
that family by $260.
This amendment would boost the
total income tax cut to $18.1 billion from
the committee-approved $16.2 billion.
The major difference between the
bills involves the current so-called
general tax credit of $32 per person or 2
percent of the first wax)of taxable income. Credits are amounts that are
subtracted from taxes owed.
The committee bill would abolish the
credit but would increase the existing
,000,
.
exemplioli
rigrritir
Exemptions are amounts subtracted
from income subject to taxes. .
Corman-Fisher would keep the $750
exemption and raise the credit to $100
per person, generally meaning a larger
taut benefit for those in the low-and
middle-income levels.
Treasury Secretary W. Michael
Blumeathal, praising the CormanFisher provision Friday, said it recess

Glass, Metropolis, Ill., 3.82; and
William M. Steely, Murray, 3.80.
The class included 177 bachelor's, 308
master's, 7 specialists and 9 associate
degree graduates.
Clara M. Eagle, professor emeritus
and former chairman of .the Department of Art before here retirement in
1973, was presented an honorary doctor
of humanities degree during the
graduation exercise. The board of
regents met earlier Fridayand voted to
confer the degree on here.

difficult struggle in the House nex
week.
The major controversy betweei.
Congress and Carter involves what to
do with capital gains taxes, which are
paid on the sales of long-held assets
such as real estate and stocks.
Generally, only half of such gains are
taxed. The other half, in certain cases,
is subjected to a minimum tax of 15
percent. The Ways and Means Committee wants to reduce the tax on
capital gains and create a special tax to
be paid by wealthy persons.
The committee bill would cut the top
tax on capital gains from 49 percent to
35 percent by replacing the 15 percent
minimum tax with the new levy of 10
percent that would apply to the normally untaxed half of large capital
gains
The Corman-Fisher compromise
would impose a graduated tax rising to
17.5 percent on capital gains of $800,000
Or more.

Carroll has called for disclosure of
the evidence used by a special Campbell County, Ky., grand jury which
Wednesday returned no indictments
and found no fault with the Schilling
family.
A report last September by the
Kentucky State Police was sharply
critical of the Schillings. At that time,
Carroll predicted that indictments
would follow.
"The governor has chosen to use this
tragic situation as a political football to
further his own ends and to cover up his
embarrassment and his dereliction and
to justify, his earlier remarks," the
Schillings said.
Carroll was unavailable for comment.
The last time the Schitlings made a
public statement was in response to the
governor's comments after the state
report about possible indictments.
Since that time, the family has
remained silent because of their involvemmt in pending civil suits.
The Carroll statements following the
grand jury report, however, evoked
another public response from the
Schillings.
"Because of the effect that such
comments will have upon selection of a
jury that will eventually be impaneled
to try the civil litgation, we are placed
in the position that we must comment
and implore the people of this commonwealth to keep an open mind and
remain free to weigh all the evidence as
did the Carqpbell County Grand Jury in
issuing its report," the family said.
The most recent comments of the
governor on the Beverly Hills situation,
the Schillings said, "challenge any
person who may be chosen to serve as a
grand juror or as a petit jury in any
--erlininal or civil litigation to suit the
governor's purpose or face political
blackmail."

Vance To
Intervene
In Talks
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Secretary of
State Cyrus R. Vance flew to the Middle
East today to try to head off a complete
breakdown in peace initiatives between
Israel and Egypt.
Unless Vance succeeds in getting
negotiations going again, his five-day
mission could lead to new steps by
President Carter to mediate the
dispute.
"At the moment the discussions are •
at a critical point," Vance told the
House International Relations Committee on Friday.
He will report to Carter on his return.
The options open to the administration
then might include:
—Putting forward a U,S. peace plan.
—Shifting the negotiations to Geneva
and including all Arab parties and the
Soviet Union.
—Trying to set up a summit meeting
between Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin and Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat.
Sadat has urged the United States to
play a more active role, not just as a
mediator but as a "full partner" in the
tall, but Vance dies not have an
American peace plan in his briefcase.
"I have nothing," Vance told
reporters after the committee hearing
Other U.S. officials said he would be
ready, as in the past, to offer American
"suggestions" to promote conciliation
between Israel and Egypt. But these
officials confirmed that Vance was
carrying no formal U.S. outline of a
Middle East settlement.
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Saturday, August 5
Sunday, August 6
Four by Four Drag Race,
Kenlake State Park acsponsored by Twin takers tivities will include inter
Four Wheelers. Inc., will be faith worship service at
held at the Benton City Park campground amphitheater at
at seven p.m.
3:30 a.m.; closest-to-the-hole
contest as golf course front
Square and round dancing nine a.m. to five p.m....
will be held at the Woodmen water balloon toss on hotel
of the World Hall at 7:30 front " lawn at one p.m.;
p.m.
stagecoach ride at horse
stable at two p.m.; tennis
Classes of 1935 and 1936 of lessons at hotel court at 4:30
Lynn Grove High School will
p.m.; hayride at ,horse
have a reunion at the stable at 6:30 p.m.; movie,
Holiday Inn with social hour "Grand Canyon," at hotel
at six p.m. and dinner at
meeting room at eight p.m.
seven p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
Lakeside Singers will
Church
have•
will
itsDan-?
perform at Kentucky D
homecoming.
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Kingsmen Gospel Group of
Twilight Cabaret will
Auburn, Ala., will sing at
perform at Kentucky Dam
the Union Ridge Baptist
State Park, old beach area,
Church at 7:30 p.m.
p.m.
8:10
at
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include
-Ground and Growth" walk
at 3:30 p.m.. and "Night
Visual" lLs hour drive at
8:30 p.m.. both at Center
Station, and folk dancing at
The Homeplace 1850, from
seven to ten p.m.
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51
Will meet at the lodge hall
at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, August 5
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
F. and A. M. will meet at
seven p.m. at the lodge hall.

Lakeside Singers will
perform at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at old beach area of
Kentucky Dam State Park
at 8:30 p.m.
- Monday, August 7
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at the
club house at 11130.a-m. .
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and .Accepted Masons will
meet at the lodge hall at 730
p.m.

Kenlake State Park activities will include tennis
Recovery, Inc.. will meet at
lessons at hotel court at nine
the Health Center, Nort
a.m.: ice cream eating
Seventh and Olive Str
contest at hotel patio room
Murray,'at 7:30 p.m.
at one p.m.: junior fishing
deftly at hotel playground at
Retired
Calloway Count
two p.m.; stagecoach ride at
Teachers Asso ation will
horse stable at two p.m.:
meet at the Eli Center at two
egg toss at campground
bathhouse at three p.m.:
bubble 'gum blowing contest
Kathl n Jones Group of
at hotel front lawn at four
ptist Church,Women
p.m: junior ranger program First
at campground bathhouse at will eet at 7:15 p.m. at the
4:30 p.m.; hayride at horse ho e of Mrs. Harry Erwin.
stable and volleyball at hotel
Blood River Associational
court, both at 6:30 p.m.;
"Today's Coiintry Sound" at Youth Fellowship will be, at
'hotel meeting mom at eigh the Murray Roller Rink at
eight p.m.
p.m.
Sunday, August 6
Land Between the 1 .kes
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include open
house at The Homepla e 1850 activities., will include scene
j, from 2:30 to 4.30 p.m., and 1'.! sketching from ten a.m. to
auto tour for beav
areas noon at Eniptre Farm, and
starting at Center
tion at slide show on birds at Center
Station at three p.m.
three p.m.

Gospel Meeting
Alm° Church
of Christ
Aug_ust 6 thru 11
Speaker:

LD.Willis
Cherokee Alabama

Frames Drake

7
1'
\4'

FOR SUNDAY,AUGUST 8, 1.978
What kind of day will SAGIZTARIUS
tomorrow be To find out what I Nov.143 ta Dec. 21)
the stars say, read the
A splendid period in which
forecast given for your birth to renew affectionate ties
Sign
through mutual interests and
pastimes. Your 'domestic
ARIES
affairs especially favored
Mar. 21 to Apr. 201.
Y
.
A CAPRICORN
An excellent day for corn- I Dec 22 to Jan. 20) stet
buung business with pleasure, Some confusion indicated
for profiting from your past during the early hours, but it
displays of good will
clears up WITHOUT your
TAURUS
intervention, so don't let it
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
disturb you. Evening favors
A casual meeting with romance, socializing.
someone of importance will AQUARIUS
have pleasing results — not (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)-w!..,T;y1
only socially, but businessSome will be pleased, some
wise,
won't — with results of your
GEMINI
decisions, plans. Be careful to
May 22 to June '21)
consider the wishes of all
If "collecting" is your concerned in conclusions.
hobby, this is your day
Work for effectiveness.
especially if you're looking for PISCES
something in the way of books Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)X
or manuscripts.
Give your best, thenoawait
CANCER
returns calmly. If crises arise,
July
June 22 to
either within the family circle
You may wish you had not or
without,
preserve
made certain plans fol. the day equilibrium, perspective,
but, even if it takes special humor.
effort, follow them up. You'll
be happier in the long run.
YOU BORN 'TODA are a
LEO
highly gifted
ividual;
(July 24 to Aug. '2314
magnetic of .-' .nahty and
Forget "important" mat- imbued with
ove of beauty'
ters for the moment. It's time and the dr
tic. If you do not
to indulge yourself a bit — take up e theater,
writing or
preferably in the company of in
as a career — all
gay and amusing companions. w h are the best outlets of
for
VIRGO
our talents — you will,
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23,"
nevertheless, inject
Your greatest blessing
something of beauty and
will be -inspiration."
drama into whatever you do.
suddenly -see the I.
in a You may teach or preach, buy
situation
domestic
has or sell, design or illustrate —
been bothering y
but always with flair. The
LIBRA
Leoite usually advances on his
oof own momentum
t.
oL
(Sept. 24 to
2310-n
olir
tother
because he is
If yo don' I
unusually ambitious and'
longin • at the
ide
constantly finds new intheftnce, you'll find time to centives to drive him onward
e oy what's on YOUR SIDE but, along the way, he may be
and it's plenty!
too aggressive and too
SCORPIO
arrogant — both traits to
Oct. 24 to Nov. 221M,reV' conquer, since they lead to
You could hurt your cause resentment and enmity.
by being too hasty, too ready Birthdate of: Daniel O'Conto form. opinions drawn from nell, Irish statesman; Alfred
insufficient data. Explore a ( Lord) Tennyson, Eng. poet;
new avenue for surer Robert Mitchum, film star;
procedures.
Lucille Ball, comedian.
FOR MONDAY,AUGUST 7, 1978
What kind of 'day will whom you are involved, as
tomorrow be? To find out what well as the needs of all, will be
the stars say, read the half your battle won.
Meetings
forecast given for your birth and agreements should
be
Sign.
conducted with this in mind.
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
r Mar. 21 to Apr. 20;"(0
11
:----‘ I Nov. 23 to. Dec. 21))e(rirl'>
Not a tworable day for
Rotitinematteri may not go
lobbying -- Tour interests.. as planned. A -lesser light"
Associates probably won't be
may offer much needed help.
very 'enthusiastic. Bide your
Don't underestimate his I het
tune.
'
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
t_ k•
:Apr. 21 to May 21(
( Dec 22 to Jan. 20'W Wit
No matter how tedious
Curb a tendency toward
routine may seem, remain
pessimism now. No matter
optimistic. There's someone
what disappointments you,
working in your interests
may suffer, keep on plugging.
without broadcasting the fact.
Try'to pattern your day after
GEMINI
previous successful ones.
May 22toJune2I,
AQUARIUS
•••••••• 'A
Don't let your sympathetic
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)-10`A
and generous heart run away
Avoid needless anxiety and
with you. An insincere person
tension_ You can deal efmay be trying to take adfectively with difficult
vantage of you.
assignments by being your
CANCER
innately practical and soiod(June 22 to July 23;
thinking self.
Someone who has been
PISCES
w
pulling against you careerFeb. 20 to Mar. 201"
wise now holds out the olive
A most fortunate day for
branch. Grasp it --- gratefully.
personal plans and ambitions.
LEO
Your intuition at a peak. Don't
(July 24 to Aug 23)12
hesitate to back your hunches.
Good solar influences! A
fine period for business talks,
YOU BORN TODAY are
especially if they concern
innately enthusiastic,
fund-raising or capital inoutgoing, always looking for
vestments.
the best that life has to offer.
VIRGOThe Leo-born are extremely
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) W V
ambitious, full of lively ind.
You can depend on your
centive and extraordinarily
intuition now If you have any
progressive in their thinking
doubt it all about a deal,call it
and methods. You are a
off.
perfectionist, too, and your
LIBRA
work is always highly in(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
dividualized but, in the pursuit
Do not overtax Yourself
of this individuality, You are mentally or physically, but do
likely to acquire an overmaintain a tempo progressive
powering arrogance, refusing
enough to accumulate the
to take orders from anyone
many gains which are atand brooking no criticism or
tainable.
interference. Try to be more
SCORPIO
flexible, more adaptable to the
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22( 111,re
personalities with whom you
To understand persons with
deal. Your versatility is such
that the fields in which you
could excel are almost
limitless, but you would
probably attain your greatest
success on the stage, in
writing,
the
law,
'statesmanship, painting or
music. Birthdate of Ralph
Bundle, U.S. statesman
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Services
7:30 p.m.

Everyone Welcome

REVIVAL
SALEM
BAPTIST CHURCH
Lynn Grove, Kentucky

Coles Camp
Ground Women
Hold Meet

August 6-11

Services:
2:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Bobby Fain
Music Director
Shirley Lamb
.Organist
Denise Starks
Pianist

Evangelist - Frank Floyd
Virgil BlankOnship Pastor

Everyone Welcome

1

The United Methodist
Women of the Coles Camp
Ground Church held their
regular monthly meeting on
Tuesday, July 18, at 7:30
p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Donnie Williams.
Rebecca
Williams
presented the program with
Frances Williams and Marge
French leading in prayer -A _
business meeting followed the
progrint with siskh-rettirtreve."presiding.
'Refreshments- Wite-iierved
to Frafites WIlltaips, Katie
Letterman, Virginia Crouse,
Ruth Lassiter, Debts Scott,
Marge French, Mildred
Crouse,
and
Reber ca
Williams.

By F.J L Blasmgame, M.D

Plastic Surgery Not For Everyone

Echoi
Q. Ma. J. L. writes that
she is upset — almost furious — over the refusal of a
plastic surgeon to
straighten her nose and
bring her floppy ears
nearer her head. She has
been saving her money to
pay cash for this surgery,
and she admits it would be
a good investment in improving her appearance.
She discussed her plans

for plastic surgery with
her regular physician. He
gave her the names of
several who speciallte in
the kind of surgery
wants. She picked
the
one who has office
arby
and who is wid
known.
When she
w the surgeon, he
xamined her
and ha a long interview
with
r.
e put it this way: "I

Dealt-AU*.
By Abigail Van Buren

80-Year-Olds
Have It Made!
DEAR ABBY: A friend of mine is giving her father an
80th birthday party. Her invitation read:"No gifts, please.
But do bring an appropriate poem or piece of philosophy to
place in a scrapbook to commemorate the occasion."
About four or five years ago, you had a letter in your
column from a man who was glad to be 80 because it served
as an excuse for everything. I thought it was so good that I
cut it out, and now I can't find it. That letter would be- ideal
for my friend's scrapbook. Please, Abby, try to locate it
and run it again. Thank you.
•
.4 PHOENIX READER
DEAR READER: A sharp-eyed secretary located it
And here it is—with pleasure:
_
DEAR ABBY:
We oldsters sure do get away with a lot just because
we've managed to keep breathing longer than most folks. I
have just celebrated my 80th birthday and I've got it
made.
If you forget someone's name or an appointment or what
you said yesterday, just explain that you are 80, and you
will be forgiven. If you spill soup on your tie, or forget to
shave half your face, or take another man's hat by mistake,
or promise to mail a letter and carry it around in your
pocket for two weeks, just say, "I'm 80, you know," and
nobody will say a thing.
You have a perfect alibi for everything when you're 80.
If you act silly, you're in your "second childhood."
Being 80 is much better than being 70. At 70 people are
mad at you for everything, but if you make it to 80, you
can talk back, argue, disagree and insist on having your
own way because everybody thinks you are getting a little
soft in the head.
They say that life begins at 40 Not true. If you ask me,
life begins at 80!
Sign me...
GOT IT MADE AT-E10
DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a -husband who
spends two nights a week in a life-painting class scrutinizing the anatomy of a young, voluptuous, female model,
when he knows that his wife is strongly opposed to it?
My husband insists that he is a serious artist, but even in
the name of art, a nude woman assuming various seductive
positions under soft lights with background music can be a
turn-on for most men—even artists.
This is causing a lot of dissension in our home, and I need
your opinion on this thorny problem. We are practically
newlyweds, having been married only two years.
JUST PLAIN JEALOUS

ever had such a
have ,ii/
ca ul examination and
s lengthy a discussion
with a physician as I had
with this plastic surgeon.
To my surprise, when I
thought he was going to
arrange a time for the
surgery, he suddenly announced that he recommended that I not have the
Operation because he felt
that I would,not be pleased
with the outcome, and
even harmed psychologically by the surgery. He
refused to operate! His
decision was surprising
and upsetting."
A. Plastic surgery has
made remarkable advances and is particularly
useful in persons who have
been severely injured.
Such mutilating injuries
are common among the
military when exposed to
battle. Motor vehicle accidents and extensive burns
are frequent and may require multiple operations.
Cancers of the head and
neck occasionally necessitate surgical procedures
done in numerous stages.
Scars from radical breast
cancer,surgery may need
reconstructive- work for
the sake of comfort or
appearance. Congentia I
defects often have to be

repaired — harelip, cleft
palate, and others.
In addition to the above,
many persons want
cosmetic benefits from
plastic surgery. These often relate to the fake and
head and neck — a "nose
job," a "face lift,.' correction of baggy eyelids, modifications of ears, building
up or cutting back of the
chin.
Experience has shown
that cosmetic surgery,
even if it is feasible in a
particular case and has an
excellent chance of lessening the so-called defect, is
not for everybody. The reasons a person gives for
desiring the procedure
have to be carefully evaluated, and the surgeon has
to make a judgment
whether it is preferable to
leave well enough alone or
to operate in a particular
case.
You apparently found an
experienced, deliberate,
honest plastic surgeon who
called it as he saw it and
refused to operate. I am
sure that you can find one
who will carry out your
wishes. Before you do so,
give yourself time to "cool
off." Why not discuss this
doctor's decision with your
regular physician?

4'1HOSPITAL NEWS
Selma L. Stubblefield, Fern
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Whited (Kendrs), Terrace Lodge, Murray,
Gilbertsville, Baby Boy Amon Owen, Rt. 6, Box 140,
Amann Linda.), Rt. 5, Benton, Murray, Mrs. Emma A. Baker
Baby Boy Labadie (Willa), (expired), Route 5, Benton.
McClain's Trailer Court,
Paris, Tenn., Baby Boy
CUSTom
Brittian (Belinda), 1622 Olive,
Murray.
I<JTC44N
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Beauton P. Hart, Rt. 1,
CABIN TS
Hazel, John • F. McMillen,
Deily Apt. 15, South 13th,
Murray, Mrs. Martha L.
Lemonds, 309 Cedar, Paris,
--3 C-F I /4154/AJdr
Tenn., Scottie E. Free, Rt. 1
Dexter, Mrs. Rebecca Andrus,
C
TOAf t!)(//4
Rt, 1 Box 282, Cadiz, Mrs.
R All
hVelma C. Yates, 709 Morton
St., Paris, Tenn. Christopher
4.1wY 4I5 04F4Ft"-CF. FLY
D. Gardland, -Box 165, New
Concord„ Trish D. Phillips,
Franklin Hall, Murray, Mrs.
Patricia A. Binford, Rt. 5, Box
2062, Murray, Bennie L
Cusham, New Concord, John
D. House, Rt. 3, Clinton,
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ITS NO SECRET
that dirty chimneys cause fires. Have you wondered
about your own chimney?

DEAR JEALOUS: A serious art student is not likely to
be turned on by a model; but if your husband is, and he
goes directly home after art class, you will be the
beneficiary of the fallout, so why complain?

WONDER NO MORE!
We are your chimney's best friend. Call us for a free
chimney inspection.

DEAR ABBY: You told some woman whose husband
had lost all interest in sex to take him to a doctor.
Well, my husband lost all interest in sex years ago, and
he IS a doctor?
Who should I take him to?
HILLSBOROUGH WIFE

159478
Olt

DEAR WIFE: Some other doctor. A physician who tries
to treat himself has a fool for a patient.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding sr a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet. "How to Have • Lovely Wedding.'
Send $1 and a hag, stamped 128 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, #everly Hills, Calif.
90212.

CHIMNEY SWEEPS
"Chimney Sweeping in the Fine Old Tradition"
.f Hergel
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GOSPEL MEETING

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Evelyn Marie Cox of
Murray was dismissed July 20
from the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.

August 7-13
7:30 Nightly
Sunday Morning 10 a.m.& 11 a.m.

7th & Poplar Church of Christ
Murray,Ky.
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Neel Mowelt. the man cub
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OVERWEIGHT
Is there an overweight or
obese teenager in your house?
At Harvard they found that
such youngsters gain weight
not because they eat more
than
their
thinner
schoolmates, but because they
exercise less They were
physically inactive 90 per cent
of the time and often ate less
food.
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Today
In History
1.

Jodi Mitipin

1.4 Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes. stories and family notes.)

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Aug. 12, the 224th
day of 1978. There are 141 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1898, the peace
protocol ending the Spanish-American
'
War was signed after hostilities lasting
Several years ago; Mrs. Emma
three months and 22 days.
the woods in ring
Lackey Morris, a former resident of
On this date:
es when one must
And countless
Canton and daughter of the late Dr. J.
In
1530, troops of the Holy Roman
kneel.
and
stoop
H. Lackey, sent a copy of a poem to the
Empire restored the Italian city of
The frugal wife in 'awn of calico,
Cadiz Record. She felt that this poem
Florence to the Medici family.
Sunbonnet stiffly stsithed, tied
perfectly described the nostalgia she
In 1658, a guard of eight men was
.
'neath her chin
felt for the town where she grew up.
established in the Dutch colony of New
dren's
Would do the "trading,"
Many of the readers of this column
Amsterdam. It was the first police
eyes would glow—
might also sympathize with these
force in America.
Showcases held such marvel
sentiments, especially Those who have
In 1851, Isaac Singer of Pittstown,
things within!
N.Y., was gfanted a patent on his
lived in some of the little thwris which
And mingled with all these there was
used to border the two rivers which now
sewing machine.
the scent
In 1941, President Franklin Roosevelt
form Lake Barkley and Kentucky Lake.
and British Prime Minister Winston
Of coffee, kerosene, prints,
Churchill met at sea to draft the
"I used to know a little river town
gingharns, too;
, With makeshift sidewalks, mostly
Atlantic Charter.
While from the street a rumbling
In 1959, token school integration
stone and plank,
wagon lent
And crooked, lump streets that
began in Little Rock, Ark., as six black
A harmony that blended with the
students enrolled in formerly all-white
view.
slanted down
schools.
But times have changed, it may not
And ended subtly- with the river's
In 1970, West Germany and the Soviet
bank.
be the same.
Yet in my mind I always keep it so.
Union signed a nonaggression pact in
On Saturdays good folk for miles
Moscow and hailed the accord as
Should I go back it might be but a
around
11 lio%land Fn any and Robert'oak
marking a new era in their relations.
name.
Would come on horseback, baskets
But that was how I knew it long ago."
Ten years ago: U.S. infantrymen
filled with eggs
were engaged in heavy fighting in South
And butter, too, when they could
Vietnam's Mekong Delta, and 47 enemy
I have had several requests for a
spare a pound—
dead were reported.
short history of Lynn Grove, especially
Men whittled, talked, ensconced on
Five years ago: U.S. planes conconcerning Lilburn Linn, and so far
barrels and kegs.
tinued heavy bombing in Cambodia
have been able to come up witiLvery
The poorer folk from hills remote
around the capital of Phnom Penh
little. If there is a reader somewhere
would bring
before the operations were halted by
who Could put together this history, I
Dried root of ginseng, bags of golden
congressional action.
would be glad to print it for the benefit
seal
One year ago: The first test flight of
of others who are interested.
That meant long searching through
the U.S. space shuttle took place as the
By ROBERT B.CULLEN
WASHINGTON — The chill among
craft was launched from a Boeing 747
As Hawks ticked off these mends,
by capturing the immigrant vote. Now, over California's Mojave
Associated Press Writer
members of the Republican National
Desert.
(to
the.facgogf Miss
as most Americans move toward far
Today's birthdays: Actor John Derek
Committee after NAACP eletutitte'
veteran
committeeman
national
Clzir
more homogeneity, realistiC political is 52 years old. Singer Buck Owens is 49.
director Benjamin Hooks finished
Reed deepened. To Reed, Hooks was
analysis shows that a new Republican
,
7.
Mexican comedian Cantinflas is 6
addressing them in Detroit recently
calling for the Republicans to become
may be at hand. That is
opportunity
chairman
lhought for today: To enjoy a good
was really aimed at national
Democratic clone. But apart from
some party leaders are disturbed - reputation, give publicly and steal
William Brock.
Republican difficulty in embracing the
Brock's strategy, privately — Josh Billings, American
ovetNchairman
Hooks told the Republicans what they
NAACP program, Reed worried that
epit,othIae,d by the list of demands humorist, 1818-1885.
did not want to hear: the only way they
the party was heading down the wrong
presented
Detroit by Ben Hooks.
can compete with Democrats for the
road in Detroit.,
is to advocate racial quotas
vote
black
On the night before Hooks addressed
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Africans.
mai turn against the tax revolt. For
the committee, the Brock strategy was
That was Me situation when Carter
Carter recently hired Gerald Rafshoon,
over
excited
politicans
Republican
dramatized by a mammoth rece.ption in
the advertising man, to refurbish his and Young took office, with Young
Proposition 13 and Kemp-Roth, Hooks
which individual ethnic groups held
image. Rafshoon might take on Andrew taking the lead in revising American
wooing
of
price
the
saying
that
was
separate parties. The theme was
policy toward Africa.
Young as his first project.
blacks was to alienate the white,
cultivating
advocated
Young
sounded at lunch the next day when
Nearly everyone in the world knows
middle-class Republican constituency columnist
Nigeria.
powers
like
regional
emerging
Schools at Calloway County
Michael Novak, an expert on
foreman in Hopkinsville.
about Young's remarks last month
and abandon traditional Republican ethnic politics,
addressed the com- School and at the six, elements
Miss Carolyn Reaves; daughter of
when he told a French interviewer that He felt the United States had two adprinciples.
vantagesi to offer them. It could act as a
mittee. Brock was taking dead aim on centers at Almo, Faxon, Hazel,
Mr.and Mra.Glindel Reaves of Murray
4.0 there were hundreds, perhaps mediator with the remaining white
Committee members asked: why did
the ethnic preserves of the.Democrats. Kirksey, Lynn ,Grove, and New ConRoute One and Daytona Beach, Fla.,
thousands of people he would consider
Brock ask Hooks to speak anyway? In
But ethnic solidarity is declining, cord, will open for pe 1968-69 term on
has been named as winner of a
political prisoners in the United States. regimes. • And it could offer the
whether
wondered
terms,
they
broader
especially among young people — with Aug. 26.
His remarks were trumpeted around economic and technical expertise, as
scholarship
to include her tuition for
black
quest
for
chairman's
the national
well as the markets, that African
Deaths reported include Mrs. Minnie
the conspicuous exception of the black
the world. There were repeated calls
four years at the University of Florida,
potentially
but
futile
votes
is
not
only
and Latin minorities. Considering his Marshall Adams Roberts, age 51,
Gainesville.
for his resignation and a resolution of countries need to develop their
damaging by inhibiting Republican homogenization of
resources.
American society, a Donald Gene McMullin, age 25, and
Impeachment was introduced in the
busing.
school
and
quotas
positions
on
The Rev.
e Easley is the
Young's strategy ran into trouble
Mrs. Noble W. Crick.
broad Republican approach based on
House, where it received 82 votes.
This raises a question of overall lower taxes, and
speaker
at
the
revival
meeting now in
the
when
administration
the
within
South
Central
Bell
Telephone
appealing to blacks
More recently, the diplomacy of
strategy for reviving the long comatose and Latins as to all other
progress at the Coles Camp Grounds
sent
allies
their
Cuban
and
Soviets
Company
has
appointed
Joe
E.
Hughes,
Americans,
Young and his deputy, Donald
Republican party: by trying to imitate looks more profitable
United Methodist Church.
than mimicking formerly of Murray, as construction
McHenry, has won for the ad- troops to Ethiopia and were, aeCording
tactics that have served the traditional
coalition
administration,
in
a
involved
to
the
Democratic
ethnic
politics.
ministration a substantial victory • in
Democratic party for two centuries, is
rebel invasion. of Zaire's Shaba
The Democrats drew even with the
Africa. But who has heard of Andrew
GOP violating its basic nature as a once dominant GOP
the
Vrankie Jo Clark, Benita Maddox,N
Province.
and then passed it
Construction began today on the new
Young and the Namibian settlement?
just
homogeneity
party of American
Judy McNeely, Peggy Cleaver, Nancy ,
A faction based within Zbigniew
educational
s
building
One problem Rafshoon_ would enof
the
Memorial
when that characteristic might become
Bazzell, and Nita Patton, members of
Brzezinksi's National Security Council
Baptist
Church.
The
couriter$is that Namibia iw one of the
contract
for
$17,770
politically successful?
staff favored a stiff reaction to the
was let yesterday to Jimmy Bucy, local chapters of the Future
most obscure corners of the world. It is
Actually, Brock is easily the most
Homemakers of America, and Bess
director
At
one
of
point,
the
Soviets.
the
contractgr—
a large, barren desert territory with
WRITE A LETTER
popular national chairman since Ray C.
Central Intelligence Agency was
Ketlick,
Mary C. Hull, Lucy IA% Inez
Deaths
reported
include
about one million inhabitants. On most
Miss Ruby
Letters to the editor are welcomed
Bliss was sacked by President Nixon in
Halite, and Nancy Thompson, advisors,
dispatched to Capitol Hill to sound out
Rogers,
age
54.
maps, it is called SouthWest Africa.
and
encouraged. All letters must be
1969. Apart from scattered grumbles
congressional sentiment on covert aid
Dr. James D. Outland has opened attended the FHA Leadership ConIt was a German colony until World
signed by the writer andthe writer's
about the swelling bureaucracy at
fighting
against
guerrillas
to
Angolan
offices for the practice of dentistry in ference held at Hardinsburg.
War I when South Africa overran the
address and phone (limber must be
national headquarters, his industry
Births reported include a girl,
Augustino
Marxist
regime
:Veto.
the
of
the
Bank of Murray building in the
small German garrison there and took
included for verification...The phone
gets high marks.
Vanessa
of
backing
But
Young,
Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
with
the
office formerly occupied by Dr. F. E.
control. In 1920, the League 9f Nations
number will not be published.
Brock's first, highly publicized quest
Story on July 26.
won
Cyrus
Secretary
R.
Vance,
of
State
Crawford.
legitimized the occupation by enLetters should be typewritten and
for black votes also won praise
out. Instead of backing a covert war
trusting the territory to South Africa
double-spaced
whenever possible
Committee
members
envisioned
an
against Angola, the administration said
until it could become independent.
and should be on topics of general
election day harvest when the Rev.
will be presented at the Murray High
it
more
to
work
would
toward
like
Ed. C. Ray, president of the Kentucky
That time came, in the view of the
interest.
Jesse Jackson addressed them last
School auditorium on Aug. 12 and 13,
relations.
key
to
That
normal
was
the
Cooperative
Electric
CorRural
United Nations, 10 years ago. But South
Editors reserve the right to..
January, saying what they wanted to
the Namibian settlement.
poration, announced today receipt-of:a- ' sponsored by Murray Unit No. 73 of the
Africa refused to give up control.
condenseor reject any letter and
hear by extolling self-help and exAmerican Legion.
telegram
from Washington, D. C.,
Meanwhile, blacks in the territory had
limit frequent writers.
coriating
Ecstatic
Democrats.
Revival services will be held at the
which
REA
was
anstated
that
the
formed the South-West Africa People's
Address correspondence. to:
Republicans ignored Jackson's fine
Martin's Chapel United Methodist
$970,000
of
nouncing
loan
approval
of
a
Organization and were waging a
Editor, The Mm-ray Ledger &
print demanding a multi-billion-dollar
Church with the Rev. R. F. Blankenship
for the cooperative to be used in
guerrilla war against tlig South
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.
Marshall Plan for the cities.
Graves, Marshall, Calloway, Carlisle, as speaker.
Only gradually has the cost of
1
Mrs. Autin Adkinson and son, Bill, of
and Hickman counties.
Brock's strategy become clear. Seeking
Deaths reported include Charlie Columbia,S. C., have been the guests of
black votes, he has carefully avoided
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawton
Pogue.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
any position -on the Bakke case or on
"Dixie Frolics," alocal talent show, Alexander.
And all the people answered with
As a service to our readers, The
racial quotas generally. While engaged
one voice, and said, All the words
Murray
Ledger
in a quest for black votes, he was
&
Times
which the Lord bath said will we
periodically publishes the addresses
ignoring potentially more fruitful
The Backusburg -picnic rained out
of the state and federal elected
do." — Exodus 24:3.
courtship of whites (including many
The Calloway County Board of
July 30 has been rescheduled for Aug.
We are all called upon to follow the
representatives serving our area.
Democrats) furious that the quota
Education in a meeting yesterday
13.
commandments, injunctions and
FEDERAL LEVEL
system aimed at helping blacks was
decided to rebuild Coldwater School
Officers of the Student Council of Van
teachings of God.
Any senator or representative
discriminating against them.
building which burned last week.
Cleave
School ar Euel Cole, James
may
be
reached
through
week
reported
include
the
this
Deaths
The high cost was candidly spelled
Burkeen, Joe Rob Houston, R. E.
congressional switchboard, 202-224Phillip Gardner an Ronald Eugene
out by Ben Hooks in Detroit. "You
Wright, and Eugene Moore.
3121.
Hoffman.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
cannot win black votes," he told the
Marriages announced this week
jR
Here are the mailing addresses:
Rainfall over July 30 and 31 swelled
Editorials, columns and other
Republicans "unless you are prepared
include
Louise Hight to Rue Overby on
Sen.
Walter
D.
Huddleston
July
here
the
opinionated articles on this page are
past
month of
the total for
to take black people and their interests
3327 Dirksen Building, Washington,
presented for the purpose of
all available records since government July 30.
seriously. Black America will vote their
Six states were represented here last
D. C. 20510
weather recording has been instituted
providing a forum for the free
interests." That means, he added "the
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
in Murray. Total rainfall for July was week at the first reunion of the Chunn
exchange of differing opinions.
Republican party will have to change."
family held in Brown's Grove.
4107 Dirksen Building
listed as 7.98 inches.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Hooks did not waffle: "It is not suf-77.71
"
aw Ledger & Times
Lowry Parker, Joe Hargis, and Fred
Washington,
D.
C.
20510
Adams
store
will
open
Loren
a
shoe
Times strongly believe that ta limit (
ficient
to
equal
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to
remove
Murray
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attended a big league baseball
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Office,
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here on the west side cithe court square
opinionated articles to only those
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Rep.
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•ublisher
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.ditor
philosophy of this newspaper would
established
for
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to
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published
The Murray ledger & llmes is
Washington, D. C. 20515,
be a disservice to our readers.
positions in every profession, every
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, (Itrist•
Dia,New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
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encourage readers
Therefore,
career
and
In
every
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school."
St
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State legislators may be reached
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Paducah Colt Team
Bombs Murray, 13-1

The Big Names Don'tAlways Win Games

LOOKS TO OUTFIELD - Donnetta Cothran of the Lucky Strikes
looks to the outfield before she steels second while the Indio'
first baseman waits anxiously for the ball.

Muncie Team
Tops Strikes
The Sun-T-Trophey team
from Muncie, Ind. slipped by
.the Lucky Strikes from
Benton last night in the
Region 10 Nationals being
held here this weekend.
Jill Scott drove in the first
run for the Strikes in the
Third inning to tie the game
at 1-1. The powerful Indiana
team ripped ahead in the
fourth on two hits and a
double as they drove in one
run.
At the top of the sixth the
strikes scored three runs on
four hits. Mayrene Thompson slugged one allowing
one .Strikes player to reach
home. Roxanne Morton
drove in one more on a fly
ball and Kathy Huett also
drove in a run on a fly ball.
The. score was 4-2 at the top
of the sixth.
Indiana scored two runs
on four hits to tie the game
at four all. The Strikes left
two runners stranded on
base after a hit in the
seventh. Indiana scored one
in the bottom of the seventh
with two outs to gain the
lead and win the game and
a shot at the Indianapolis
winner today at 11:00.
The strikes will play the
Hustlers from Cincinnati
today at 1:00. The Banditos,
the host team, will play the
Sweeney Chevrolet team
from Cincinnati at noon
today.
Winnettilla from Indiana
defeated the Hustlers 6-2 in

an eight inning contest.
Sweeney Chevrolet -romped
the Wyndotts from Louisville
14-5 while Hutch's Harem
from Dover, Tennessee
dropped to Judge's Custom
Floor team from Columbia.
Indiana 11-5. Final playoffs
will begin at 1:00 tomorrow.

By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
It isn't always the big
names that win games.
The California Angels, for
example, blasted the Minnesota Twins Friday tight.
with help from one player
who was happy he had been
injured, another who felt
weak, and a pitcher who
hadn't "contributed anything
to anyone since 1976."
Brian Downing contributed
three hits, drove in two runs
and. scored twice to pace
California's 12-3 rout of
Minnesota. He attributed an
improvement at bat to a
heel injury he suffered a
month ago.
"It's made a world of
difference," said Downing,
who has raised his average
some 40 points to .240 since
his return and had a two-run
double in California's sevenrun third inning. "It made
me realize I was putting too
,much weight on my back
foot. I've changed, and now
I'm able to hit the breaking
stuff to right field.
"I'm kind of glad I got
hurt," he said.
Carney Lansford had been
hurt Thursday night in
fielding practice, when a
ball hit him over the right
temple.
"I didn't feel strong at all.
I had a bad headache
tonight," he said, though his
contribution belied that.
Lansford, headache and all,
had four hits, drove in three
runs and scored twice.
All this helped veteran
righthander Al Fitzmorris
win in his first starting
appearance since September
28, 1977. A last-minute
replacement for Dave Frost,
who was idled by a back
injury, Fitzinorris benefitted

from the Angel offensive on
three Twins pitchers and
managed 52-3 innings in
evening his record at 1-1.
"It's been so long since I
helped a team, it really felt
good'
bed
"
l said m isc32-ys
32-year-old
earsns
Fitzmorris, who srted
started the
year with Cleveland but was
thedmuscle
disa
in his neck.
He was activated on May
10, appeared in just seven
games while compiling a
6.28 earned run average, and
was released by the Indians
on July 13. A week later,
after a stint in the minors,
the Angels purchased his
contract.
didn't
contribute
-I
anything to anyone since
1976," said Fitzmorris,, who
was 15-11 that year with the
Kansas City Royals. "If they
score 10 runs for me every
time, I'll be a 20-game
winner."
If they score 10 funs every
time, they'll make a more
serious charge at the
American League's West
Division lead. At it was, the
victory brought the Angels
within 1L2 games of the
Royals, who dropped a 5-4
decision to Toronto Friday
night in suffering their
fourth consecutive loss.
In the other American
League
games,
the
Milwaukee Brewers blasted
the Boston Red Sox 6-2, the
Baltimore Orioles edged the
New York Yankees 2-1; the
Texas Rangers hammered
the Cleveland Indians 8-0,
the Oakland A's bested the
Seattle Mariners 6-1, and the
Detroit Tigers walloped the
Chicago White Sox 7-1.
The victory was ' the
Angels' eighth in a row over
the Twins, who lost starter
Dave Goltz to 'a back injury
after
California's first
batter.
Brewers 6, Red Sox 2
Sal Bando and Gorman
Thomas hit two-run homers.
while Cecil Cooper and
Larry Hisle hit/solo shots as
Milwaukee tor* over, the
major league lead in home
runs while handing the Red
Sox their 12th loss in the
last 17 games.
The Brewers beat the Red
Sox with the long ball. Their
123 homers this year are two
more than Boston's total.
The
victory,
only

Milwaukee's(fourth in
last 11, brought Milwaukee
within five games of the Red
Sox.
Orioles 2, Yipkees 1
Doug DeCinces hammered
a Ron Guidry pitch 440 feet
for a two-run homer as
Baltimore
handed
the
Yankee ace-- only his second
loss'in 17 decisions. His
other defeat came at
Milwaukee on July 7.
Guidry allowed only five
hits, walked none and struck
out 10, his eighth doublefigure strikeout game this
season.
The Yankees' third-inning
run was unearned. Prior to
that, they had managed only
one run — unearned as well
— in their last 22 innings.
- Rangers 8, Indians 0
Al Oliver drove in three
runs, two of them in a sixrun Texas second inning, to
lead the Rangers past
Cleveland and back an eighthitter by Ferguson Jenkins.
Jenkins also struck out
eight to pass Tim Keese and
Lake over llth place on the
all-time
strikeout
list.
Jenkins has 2,545.
Blue Jays 5, Royals 4
Al Woods .hit a triple and
two singles and scored the
winning
run
Rick
on
Bosetti's ninth-inning single
to lift Toronto over Kansas
City.
Pete LaCock had doubled
in the seventh and scored on
Clint Hurdle's single to-give
the Royals a 4-3 lead.
A's 6, Mariners 1
Designated hitter Willie
Horton drove in three runs
to back John Henry Johnson's sevenhitter and help
Oakland beat Seattle for the
11th time' in 12 games
between the teams this
season.
.Johnson came -within one
out of his third shutout of
the Mariners this season,
but was touched for a ninthinning run when Tom
Paciorek's single delivered
Leon Roberts.
Tigers 7, White Sox 1
Lance Parrish and Aurelio
Rodriguez hit homers and
Alan Trammell drove in two
runs to spark Detroit's sixth
victory in seven games.
Tigers rookie Kip Young
scattered 10 hits in pitching
his third consecutive COMplete game in his third
major league start.

Nicklaus, Palmer

Cut From PGA Field
BASE HIT - Jill Scott takes o swing at Bat MN to *iv* be
base hit and bat in the first Lucky Strike rim ef the gam.
Despite her efforts, the Strikes dropped the game to the Indiana
Sun-T-Tropity Teem.

Dodge Omni
• Motor Trend's Car of the Year
•39 MPG Hwy/25 MPG City*
•Equipped with standard 1.7 litre engine, 4-speed
transmission and a 3.3 transaxle ratio. Your
mileage may vary according to .your car's condition, equipment and your driving habits.
'Base sticker pnce not including taxes, destination charges and optional
equipment,

JIM FAIN MOTORS
810 Sycamore, Murray

Phone 153-0832

By GARY MIHOCES
Associated Press Writer
OAKMONT, Pa. (API —
Jack Nicklaus and Arnold
Palmer have been cut from
the field- in golf's PGA
Championship, which Tom
Watson might win if he can
tear himself away from the
practice tee.
"It's obvious I'll have to
play better," said Watson,
who hustled off for some
extra swings Friday after
taking a 4-stroke lead
through two rounds.
"My putter was my chief
weapon, but my play today
from tee to green wasn't
good at all," added Watson.
who shot a 69 Friday by
holing three 20-foot putts and
a 60-foot chip from a
bunker.
Coupled with a 67 the day
before, that put Watson at 6under-par. 136. Hubert Green
was among the pursuers.
"This tournament hasn't
started yet," said Green.
who was in the top 10 at 7171-142.
Maybe so, but it ended
Friday for Nicklaus and
Palmer, who both failed to
make the 148 cutoff score
that trimmed, the 150-player
field in half.
"Another weekend with
nothing to do," sighed the
48-year-old Palmer, who had
a 173-74-152.

Correction
A headline on The Murray
Ledger & Times sports
pages Friday incorrectly
Middle Tonneasee--asthe Ohio Valley Conference
casettes' pick to take the
OVC football crown this
season. The pick was in
reality Tennessee Tech.
Murray State and Western
tied for fourth in the preseason poll.

Palmer was only a sentimental favorite. The real
shock was the elimination of
Nicklaus, best golfer in the
world today, the man picked
to win his fifth PGA
Championship.
After consecutive wins in
the
British Open and
Philadelphia
Classic,
Nicklaus shot a 79 in the
first round and followed with
a 74 for a 151.
"I wasn't really concerned
about making the cut. I was
trying to get back in the golf
tournament," said Nicklaus,
who's only missed the cut
four times in 68 major
events.
He had 3 birdies Friday
before he collapsed.

By KEVIN PENICK
Staff Writer
Murray
Colt
League
bombed out last night as the
Kentucky Colt League from
Paducah
exploded
and
defeated the local team 13-1
in tournament action at the
Murray 'City Park.
Scott gill scored for
Murraypin_ She bottorh Of the
fourth when he lead with a
single. Ed Requarth walked

to put Hill on second, Two
stolen bases and an error
accounted for the ensuing
run.
Paducah pitcher. Mike
Estes hit 5 of 5 for the
evening in a super effort for
his team. Paducah will play
Michigan at 3:30 this afternoon. Michigan beat
Indiana 14-8..
Indiana had only one less
hit from Michigan; however,

Co

their downfall was 10 e
while the other team ha
none.
Murray will take u
Indiana in what should
an interesting contest at 1:
this afternoon. If Muth
can slip by Indiana, the
will clinch third place a
have another shot at th
title at 8:00 p.m. tonigh
against the winner of the
Paducah-Michigan game.

TAKES HIS TURN - Murray player Kevin Wright takes a turn at bat as the umpire and Paducah
catcher Tony Chapman look for a strike across the plate.

Murray Pony Leaguers
Advance After Win Friday
Murray Pony leaguers
meet Paducah tonight at 6
p.m. in Calvert City after
stopping Marshall County 6-4
Friday night.
Should the Murray squad
top Paducah, they'll meet
Mayfield
in
a double
elimination showdown with
the first game to start at 8
p.m.
r-"
Murray led off the first
inning Friday night against
Marshall County with four
runs and glided the rest of
the way for ,the victory.
Craig Darnell had three hits
in the first. The Murray

Rich Rollins
Named To
Indians Spot
By The Associated Press
CLEVELAND (AP),— Rich
Rollins has been named director of administration of the
Cleveland Indians, it was announced Friday.

crew scored four off a srngle
by Don Hargrove and a
double from the bat of
Ronnie Pace.
Marshall County committed two errors in the first
to help the Murray cause.
Murray came back with
another run in the second
and sixth to take the win.

Marshall County scored a
couple of runs in the third
and fourth inning and came
back with a mini-rally in the
fifth, scoring two.
Pitcher Darren Hooper
chalked up the win for the
Murray squad and Joe
Eaton got tagged with the
loss for Marshall County.

The electricity needed to
light a 7%-watt Christmas
bulb is enough to kill you.
Children and adults in
poor health can be electrocuted by even less.
Death usually results from
one of four things:

110

There is a continuity in American agriculture. A continuity of people and land
...and purpose. One generation working
hand-in-hand with the next generation.
passing along a love for the land and a
respect for living things. For more than
60 years. through several generations
of farm families, the Land Bank has
provided long-term financing to help
make that continuity possible.
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Rollins, 40, became the innesota Twins' regular third
baseman in 1961 and helped
the Twins win a pennant in
1965. He later moved to Seattle
and Milwaukee and wound up
his playing career with the
Indians in 1970.

It Doesn't
Take Much

FR

The Land Bank__

The one-time star third
baseman will be in charge of
sales, among other things, the
Indians said,

Rollins served as a scout
and a minor league instructor
with the Indians before joining
the club's sales staff in 1974.
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1. Ventricular fibrillation
— veins entering the heart
are constricted and,at the
same time, the heart is
jolted into such a speeding
flutter that it cannot pump
blood.
2. Respiratory inhibition — lung
muscles are paralyzed; death is by
suffocation.
3. Nerve damage — nerve fibers are
torn beyond point of functioning.
4. Burns — body is so severely burnei4
it cannot recover.
Oddly enough,due to the different
ways high and low voltage affect the
body,a person may survive a highvoltage shock, yet be killed by a 100time5-w.takerio.wz_voltage..sluaek—_ _-
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San Diego Just Keeps
Coming Back, Beat Reds 3-2
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By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
"Everybody's been waiting
for us to fall on our faces all
year," says -Padres Manager
Roger Craig, "but we just
keep coming back." One of
the reasons for San Diego's
unprecedented success is
Rollie Fingers, the selfacclaimed unstrung hero of
the bullpen.
"We're
just
playing
looseygoosey out there,".
said Fingers, who picked up
his 26th save of the season
Friday night in San Diego's
3-2 victory over the Cincinnati Reds.
Fingers, who led the
National League with 35
laves last season, retired
the last four men in the
game, including an inningOnding strikeout in the
eighth after Padres reliever,
John D'Aquisto, had loaded
the bases on walks.
The victory was San
Diego's 10th straight, extending the club's longest
streak in history. The
Padres had a six-game
streak in 1969.
The Padres' victory,
coupled with San Francisco's
2-1 win over Los Angeles,
left San Diego four games
third-place
the
behind
Dodgers in the NI. West.
Cincinnati is two games out
in second and the Dodgers
4',2 back in third.
The Padres snapped a 2-2
tie in the eighth. After two
.wereaut, Reds ace reliever
Doug Balr,*4-4, walked Gene
Tenace, and when Broderick
Perkins tapped a roller back
to the mound, Bair threw
wildly past first, allowing
Tenace to score. Tenace had
doubled home two runs in
the first inning..
Bob Shirley, 741, got the
win in relief of Padres
starter Gaylord Perry, who

yielded a fourth-inning sac
fly to Mike Lulu. The Reds
also scored in the seventh on
a sac fly by Pete Rose.
Elsewhere in the NL,
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh
split a pair, the Phils
winning the opener 2-0 and
the Pirates taking the
nightcap 5-2; the Chicago
Cubs downed Montreal 6-4;
Atlanta clobbered Houston 72, and the New York Mets
walloped St. Louis 8-3.
Giants 2, Dodgers 1
Left-hander Vida Blue
gave up two hits in 82-3
innings for his 10th straight
victory and became the
major leagues' winningest
pitcher with a 16-4 record.
Blue had a no-hitter going
until Ron Cey led off the
fifth with his 13th homer of
the season.
The Giants Scored an,
unearned run in the second
when Larry Herndon tripled
and sped home on right fielder
Reggie Smith's fielding error.
Bill Madlock drove in the winning run with a fifth-inning
homer,his ninth of the season.
Blue had a one-hitter
going into the ninth and,
after retiring the first two
batters, he gave up a double
to Smith. Randy Moffitt
came in to get the last out
and registered his ninth ,
save.
Philadelphia right-hander
Larry • Christenson, 8-10,
struck out a career high
,nine batters and scattered
six hits to record a shutout
in the first game. Garry
Maddox drove in a run with
a triple and scored on Larry
Bowa's single as the Phils
got all their offense in the
fifth inning.
In the nightcap, Bill
Robinson drove in two runs
with a single and a double,
and Pittsburgh's rookie
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starter, Don Robinson, 6-5,
tossed a five-hitter.
Cubs 6, Expos 4
With one out in the
seventh and men on second
and third, pinch-hitter Bobby
Murcer drove in the tying
run with a bunt single, and
Bill Buckner followed with
an RBI hit, giving the Cubs
their fourth straight victory.
Dave Kingman smacked a
two-run homer, his 17th of
the season, for .the Cubs in
the second inning. Rick
Reuschel, 10-9, retired 15
consecutive batters at one
stretch before the Expos
broke a 3-3 tie with a run in
the top of the seventh.
Braves 7, Astros 2
Atlanta's Jeff Burroughs
hit a three-run home run in
the first inning, his 16th of
the season, and Phil Niekro,
13-11, pitched his 15th
complete game of the
season, striking out --12.
Niekro now has 2,117 career
strikeouts, 28th on the alltime list.
Burroughs' homer came
off Astros Mark Lemongello,
7-10.
Mets 8, Cards 3
Joel Youngblood and John
Stearns each drove in three
runs, and Craig Swan, 4-5,
scattered nine hits and
struck out four through eight
innings to deal St. Louis its
seventh consecutive loss.
A two-run double by
Stearns, who had drawn a
bases-loaded walk in the
first innin_g, started_ the
Mets' four-nn ninth innidg.
Youngblood's RBI came on
a pair of singles and a
sacrifice fly.

Major League
Standings
By The Associated Press NATIONAL
LEAGUE
EAST
PeL GB
L
W
.541I 57 47
Philadelphia
3
.519
55 51
Chicago
50
54
All
Pittsburgh
.464
Montreal
51 59
427 13
New York
47 . 63
.370 19
,40 M
St. 1,outs
WEST
San Francuico
64 44
Mb -2
63 45 ',SO
Ctnninnati
41
/
2
.540
Los Angeles
61 411
.523
Sari Diego
57 52
467 lilt
Atlanta
50 57
458 1541
49 58 •
Houston
Friday's Games
Chicago 6, Montreal 4
Philadelphia 2-2, Pittsburgh 0-6
Atlanta 7, Houston 2
San Diego 1, Cincinnati 2
New York 8, St.Louis 3
San Francisco 2, Las Angeles 1
Saturday's Games
Philadelphia Ruthven 8-8) at Pittsburgh ICandelarta 8-1D
Montreal iGnmsley 1241 at Chicago
Roberts 4-6 r
Ins Angeles r Welch 2-01 at San Francisco Hahclo 5-5,
Houston r Bottle 0-0 and J.Niekro 8-8) at
Atlanta Boggs 2-6 and Easterly 3-61, 2
San Diego r Rasmussen 10-7) at Cincinnati I Hume 5-1(1). n
New York • ESpinosa 941 at St Louis
I Falcone 1-61, n
Staday's Games
Montreal at Chicago. 2
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh, 2
New York at St.Lonis
San Diego at Cincinnati
Houston at Atlanta
los Angeles at San Francisco

Tracy Austin
Advances To
Tennis Finals
CHARLESTON, W.Va.
(AP) - Tracy Austin, the
fourthranked U.S. women's
player, faces Pam Shriver
today in the singles final of the
National Girls 16 Tennis
Tournament.
The 1 p.m..tinal pits the
inch
powerful, 6-foot-1
Shriver, a big server and a
challenging net player,
against the unshakeable
Austin.
Shriver defeated fourthseeded Bettina Bunge 6-3, 6-2
Friday to advance to the
finals. Austin, the 15-year-old
No. 1 seed, routed Kelly Henry
6-1, 6-2 in the other semifinal
match.
Austin has 24 national junior
titles to her credit, but she's
never won the Sweet 16's.
Shriver, who refers to herself
jokingly as "hard-luck Shriver," has played in finals of
four championships but never
won.

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - and support of my teamAn ailing and angry Bill mates and Trail Blazer fans
Walton says he wants out of have made the decision that
the team he helped to the much tougher.
1977 National Basketball -My only hope is that
Association
championship. when I return as an apAnd the Portland Trail ponent and a visitor that
Blazers, taken by surprise, Trail Blazer boosters will
say they'll try to ac- treat me with the same
respect and love as they
comodate him.
Ailing with an unhealed always have," the statement
foot injury and angry over said.
the
from
Missing
the way the team handles
injuries, Walton was not statement were plaudits for
Ramsay,
Jack
around Friday when the Coach
announcement came from General Manager Harry
Glickman or other team
the Blazer office.
In a typically Walton officials.
"I think by omission he
manner, he left a prepared
statement with friend-turned- expressed his feelings,"
agent Jack Scott and Scott said. "Who he left out
secluded himself with his expressed his concerns."
Team officials had no
family.
"He's, very angry that he comment other than a onehas to leave the best sentence statement:
Trail
Portland
-The
teammates and fans he will
ever have. He's angry that Blazers announced today
the situation was created that Bill Walton has asked
where he had to do that. I to be traded prior to the the
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
have
never seen him so 1978-79 season and the club
I.
W
Pet. GB
upset and angry," Scott has informed him it will
Boston
67 40
.626
Milwaukee
61 44
.581
5
attempt to abide by his
said.
Baltimore
60 47
.561
7
wishes," it said.
"Money
had
nothing
to
do
New York
59 49
.546
8in
Ramsay, returning from a
Detroit
58 49
.542
9
with it. The Trail Blazers
Cleveland
51 55
.481 15As
vacation, said he
Hawaiian
guaranteed
offered
him
a
Toronto
40 67
.374 77
contract for whatever he was "totally shocked." He
WEST
Kansas City
58 47
.552 wanted. If they didn't think said the last thing Walton
California
59 51
.536
lks
his injury was going to heal, had said to him was,
Oakland
57 53
.518
34-2
Texas
50 56
.4n. 8/
1
2
they wouldn't have offered "Coach, have a good trip.
Minnesota
45 60
.429 13
See you when you get
that."
Chicago
45 61
.429 13.+8
Seattle
•
39 70
.358 21
He said Walton would like back."
Friday's Games'
to play for one of seven
Walton's brother, Bruce
Baltimore 2. New York I
teams - San Diego, Los Walton, said in San Diego
Detroit 7, Chicago 1
Milwaukee 6, Boston 2
Denver, that he believed Bill was
Angeles,
Toronto 5, Kansas City 4
Philadelphia, aoston, New bitter about pressure to play
• Tedas,8, Cleveland 0
7 California 12,111fmnesota 3
while hurt.
York or Goldeliftate.
Oakland 6, Seattle 1
"It's not just Bill," Scott "He was a little disapSaturday's games
Baden Eckersley 12-4 r. at Milwaukee
said. Injuries are a part of pointed in the way the foot
• Rodriguez 2-I)
sports. It's the care and thing came down. The
Seattle t• McLaughlin 0-3 at Oakland
treatment of injuries that trainer and doctor said
Keough 7-71
Minnesota iGoitz 10-7 arid PerzanOwski
are Bill's concern. An everything was fine and as
I-11 at California Tanana 14-6 and Knapp
athlete's career is very it turned out he ended up
10-6,2. n
Baltimore i McGregor 11-9 at New,
finite. Bill has three or five playing half the basketball
York Figueroa 11-7), n
years or so at his prime to game on a broken foot,"
Chicago I Burns 0-0) at Detroit IBillingham 10-5), n
Walton is represented by
play and he just made the
Toronto iLemanczyk 4-121 at Kansas
to
be
in
he
had
and Portland attorney
decision
that
Scott
City Gura 8-21, n
environment
that-lohn Bassett. They said
an
Cleveland IParton 8-6 at Texas I Medich 5-Si, n
maximized his opportunities Walton made the decision at
Sunday's Games
to play as a skillful player, least a month ago while
Chicago at Detroit
Baltimore at New York
resting at a health resort in
which he is."
Boston at Milwaukee
Walton's statement was Arizona.'
Toronto at Kansas City
Seattle at Oakland, 2
anything but angry. It
Minnesota at California
lauded his teammates and
Cleveland at Texas. n
the Portland fans.
"This is the mOst difficult
decision I've ever had to
Babe Ruth and Smoky Joe make
my
regarding
Wood both pitched and played
read.
career,"
it
basketball
the outfield in World Series
.The tremendous loyalty
competition.

Enjoy your Florida Vacation
at the Exciting

WORLD" your headquarters for your visit
to WALT DISNEY WORLD
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Luxurious informality! Beautifully appointed rooms and
suites, completely air-conditioned, all with Color TV.
• Orange Peel Coffee Shop
• Lighted Tennis Courts
• Fishing* '
• Resident Tennis Pro
• Ping Pong
• Unique Tennis Boutique
• Sauna Baths
• Sailing& Boating*
• Escorted Tours
• Golf Privileges
• Olympic Heated Pools
• On Premises Putting Green
• Game Rooms
• Private Beach*
• Children's Play City
• Water Skiing/Instructor*
• Lawn Games
• Social Directors
• Laundromats
• Sir Lancelot Lounge
• Tortoise lounge*
• Nitely Dancing &
• Planned Activities
Entertainment
4The Oyster Bars Restaurant
• Cocktail Parties
• Camelot Restaurant
• Bartke's Dinner Theatre
• Gift Shop
• Shuffleboard*
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• I days/7 isights--corma accommodations
• Itoond-trip transfers to and from Jetport
• heettation to ow Monday
Acquainted"
Rom Peach Party
• 2 trips to Walt Musty World incl.
admission, has transfer, 11-Adventani
Ticket Bali pm parson
• Admissimi Into the Dark Cantinontilhisch
Cardona, intim/hi hos treaters
• Compilinontary tranaportathin to I from
Rocky Paint Self Clati, Shopping Moil,
Aostin's Unary Clematis, hank
• Unlimited day/ROI tennis. Court
reservation privileges
• Map M Wait Dim, World • Fresh newer',
Iced battle of champagne in room an arrival
• full social program • Coneptionentary sauna
baths, pool and heachside lisinmes and pads

11

5 Per4 inperson
room

$977

8 Days • 7 Nights

Rate April 22 to December 15.i97
S it A Inc

I

I

• MODERATE RATES

CITY. STATE. rip

TAMPA, FLORIDA

In New York, things were
different.
"If it's true and he's
available, then naturally
we're interested," said
Knicks General Manager
Eddie Donovan.

WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILL4 APARTMENT AT

DAYTONA BEACH
FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM

own private villa at the World's
Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney World. We have bus tours. 3
famous resturants; The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House.
Each villa completely equipped for
\ housekeeping, air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
)telephones, TV, shopping center.
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall,
playground. Golf, tennis privileges.
An easy drive to all Florida attractions. Pets welcome. Fishing. JaiAlai, Auto/ Dog Racing.

Enjoy your

10,

oto

O

C)
*
\.03
A

FREE
-PANygNG

Villa
boor
Plan

Larger units available

SUMMER

VACATION

E
G
AA
ll
ELLottliti
VOUR

ENJOY

Pk.""41

677146

For free color brochure and information "rote

Dept.
ELLINOR VILLAGE RESORT
ORMOND BEACH, FLA. 32074

Villa for the
price of a,room

from

145

wk.
Villa for 4
(110 et 305 units)

Name
Address
City, State, Zip
.
==.===

i
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'Appliances Are 01/1

Only

Business,

NOMAD C61 and all SINUOUS. OWNERS

SNORE 751-1511

212 EAST MAIN ST.

Countertop

It's 90°
and you've
got heat on
featuring

CHEF
GE UTOMATIC
a •

You have on electric lights, right? Put your hand
close to the bulb. See? You have the heat on. And your
air conditioner is working to pull it out.
If your television is on, it is also producing heat that
the air conditioner must remove.
So through this hot summer:, go easy on lighting, the
TV, and other heat producing appliances. It'll mean
less heat for your air conditioner to remove. And that'll
be better for your electric bill..

ihr

SE NS06

in LOW COST OVEN
• insert Probe, Set the Temperature. oven shuts oil
when desired serving temperature if reached
• 60-Min Digital Timer-lm foods more conveniently
cooked by time than temerwature.
• Multiple Power Levels-tor complete cooking flex
ibility: fast cooking, re-heating, defrosting, stew
ing, simmering

RHONE (813) 884-7561

ADDRESS

Los Angeles stopped short
of saying they weren't interested, but stressed they
have the center spot filled.
"The Los Angeles Lakers
already have gone on record'
that Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
is the Los Angeles Lakers'
center," said spokesman
Shep Goldberg.

TOUR GENERAL ELECTING DEALER IN MURRAY

From

I-smi
1.1/ M.I • Free COurtesy Car Service
am Mil am MI In
.1111 MI MI MI 1.11/
CAUSEWAY INN BEACH RESORTS •
•
to and from airport
FLORIDA
33607
Causeway,
TAMPA,
I Courtney Campbell
-1----sodetbstsa.
lscts443ctioLt •
0 Cbmmercial Travelers 11 DISney World Package Li Vacationers
• Excellent Meeting Room
'0 Honeymoon Package
u Family Groups
oi 0 Golf Package
Facitlilas '
I
I
NAME
• Free Self Parking

I
1

prepared
statement
President-General Manager
Carl Scheer said "We have
not had any contact with
Walton or any representative
of his. No interest. Period.
None."

MURRAY APPLIANCE

Could
you say
"NO!"
to this package?

*At South Resort

I

No decision has been
made as to where Walton
might go, Scott said,
although speculation centered on San Diego.
Walton is from the San
Diego suburb of La Mesa,
Calif., and has in the past
expressed a desire to rhove
to a sunny climate.
"Obviously, San Diego is
his home town and we'd love
to have him," said Iry
Levin, owner of the yetunnamed San Diego team
that moved west from
Buffalo.
"He's obviously a hell of a
Vice
ballplayer," said
President Iry Kaze. "Who
wouldn't like to have a guy
like that? But that doesn't
mean we got him."
The Denver Nuggets said
they aren't interested. In a

Mi ROWAVE
OVEN JPEITig8

Ciaiseyvv -Kr!
BEACH.RESORTS-Make this "COMPLETE RECREATIONAL

Ailing, Angry Bill Walton Says
He Wants To Be Traded By Blazers

• See your Travel Agent
He knows us best

SPECIALLY
PRICED

$37888
peps.
-

The
^

\

If yes *ink service is an important part of
Ittir prefiase you wifl think it's important to
gimp Miriay inoNamee.
go oafs Sani• As
Cash Up Ye 24 Menthe to Pay
fir,OeNv tiry
s.,ee Tb. tame

Day Ton Call

_
West Ky. Rural Eledric
Murray - Mayfield

.
. .01•111.•
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Mutray Business News Briefs
KENTUCKY BUSINESS SCENE

Ky. Is High Debt State
Kentuckians, it appears,
have the worst of both
worlds.
While they trail most of
the nation in per capi
income, the total per capita
debt for Kentuckians has
been higher in the 19708 than
the national average and
higher than any of the six
surrounding states except
one.
In 1976 Kentucky's per
capita long term state debt
— the share of the state's
debt "owed" by every
person living in Kentucky —__
was $582. The national per
capita figure was $366, and
the per capita amounts of
neighboring states ranged
from a low of $70 (Missouri)
Sandra Henry, owner of Chiclrens Corners clothing store, (left) helps John and Amy
to a high of $631 (West
Parker with a pair of new Stride Rite shoes. Mrs. Henry will be the exclusive Stride Rite
Virginia), the only figure
dealer in this area as of August seventh. John, 5,and Amy,4,are the children of Mr. and
that
exceeded Kentucky's.
Murray.
Parker,
of
I•irs. Edward
When both state and local
long term debts are combined, the 1976 per capita
amount for Kentucky is
$1,170; the national figure is
sneakers.
love
Now, both mothers and sneaker even a mother $1,031 and the per capita
Kids
,
amounts for surrounding
Mothers don't. It's a classic kids can be satisfied, oyes.
Now Zips by Stride Rite states range from $505 to
Controversy. Kids love the because a major children's
colors, the racy bottoms, the shoe specialists, Stride Rite, can be purchased in Murray $939.
looks of action shoes. They makes Zips! Zips are a at The Children Corner, On the other hand, Keninsist they will not wear fantastic collection of just childs clothing store. Sandra tucky's per capita income
local trails the national average
-.- -anything else. But mothers the kinds of shoes kids go Henry, owner of the
announce
to
pleased
store
is
and is behind every neighdon't
with
: worry that sneakers
crazy over.. Zapped
give their cnildren's feet the color and special fast bot- that as of Monday, August, boring state but Tennessee.
" proper fir and support. So, toms. -Tough outside; soft seventh she will be Stride In 1976 per capita income in
come shoe-buying time, it's inside..:they come in more Rites'" newest Kentucky the state was $5,379, well
dealer. "With other dealers below the U. S. average of
a contest of "nits. If Mom
sizes and widths than any being
Owensboro, $6,399. Of surrounding states,
at
pievails, the . child is
other children's sneakers. Louisville, Lexington, and Illinois led with $7,347 and
unhappy, and if she relents, They give active, growing Richmond this makes The Tennessee trailed with
she has to live with feet super support. All of Children Corner the closest
$5,364.
makes everyone dealer for West Kentucky," "By any comparison of
misgivings but the child is which
kids'
the
are
happy.
Zips
happy!
'Mrs. Henry stated.
debt.. Kentucky ranks
among the higher debt
•••••••••••••••••••••
states," admits a report
•
from the Kentucky Department for Finance and
Administration.
But the report, which was
prepared during the 1978
General Assembly when
some legislators expressed
concern that the state was
*Office Machines •Cakulators *ask Sets
accumulating too much long
term debt through the
*Complete Office Ensembles
selling of revenue bonds,
concludes the state debt is
not too high "in relation to
growth of the economy and
revenue resources."
Main
Street
314
In response to conMurray, Kentucky 42071
siderable criticism raised by
the legislature over the
- 753-0123

Stride Rite Zips Into Town

•
•
•
•
•

-•
•
•

THE BUSINESS MAN'S
FRIEND
FOR AU YOUR OFFICE NEEDS!

TWIN LAKES OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.
1-17.' t •

TVW'Z
'
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•

•

•

• -
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issue, then Finance Commissioner Russell McClure
r sponded that critical
urrent needs cannot be left
unmet and must be financed
by selling bonds, a form of
borrowing. Proceeds from
these bond sales are used to
finance a range of projects
from roads to higher
education.
Some state legislators and
bond specialists
worry
though about the state's
ability to repay its bond
obligations. If the projections of a
rontinued growthg and
healthy economy don't
materialize, "then we could
be in trouble," says an
executive of one of the
state's leading investment
banking firms.
"This administration
proposed so much new debt
that it's really frightening,"
said Rep. Joe Clarke, DDanville, chairman of the
House Appropriations and
Revenue
Committee.
"Including what was done

Murray Insurance
Agency
We represent the finest Insurance companies
in the business, such as:
* St. Paul Fire & Marine.
* -West American
Western Surity
* Fireman's Fund American Life
*- New -Hampshire Insurance Group
* Continental Insurance C9.
Bel-Air
Sh(q)pirig cohror

* Fidelity and Deposit
* Fireman's Fund Insurance Co.
s Hartford Insurance Group
* Home,lnsurance CA).
* Kentucky Insurance Co.
* Ohio Casulty

by this past legislature, we
have added at least an
additional billion dollars to
the state's bonded indebtedness." At the end of
fiscal 1977 that indebtedness
stood just short of $2 billion.,
"And it could go higher
than that," said Rep..
Clarke. "There aren't any
controls on some of this, and
there's no real planning
being done."
He cited the example of
the State Property and
Buildings Commission, which
has no ceiling on the bonded
indebtedness it can incur if
its proposed new projects
are expected to produce
enough revenue to cover the
debt service.
Rep. Clarke noted that the
commission can build a
building and lease it to the
state to obtain that revenue
— yet the lease payments
come of the state's general
fund. -It's legal fiction to
say that these projects pay
for themselves," he said.

Joan Gardner was the winner of a set of passenger car
tires from Hooks Tires, Wheels and Accessories, 410 N.
4th St, Murray.

Third Quarter Net Income
Up For First Michigan

Morris Bilbrey, branch period. Conditions in these
office manager of First of markets appear to have
Michigan
Capital
Cor- stabilized recently.
Consolidated revenues for
poration has annound that
consolidated net income for the nine month period were
the thirteen weeks ended $8,851,741 compared to
June 30, 1978 (the third $8,519,373 for 1977. Conquarter of the current fiscal solidated net income for the
William R. Randall, a 22- acquisition,
wood year) was $190,427 or 38
year veteran with Westvaco procurement, timber sales, cents per share,- versus 39 weeks ended June 30, 1978
$124,299, equivalent to 25 was $385,925, equivalent to
Corporation's
Timberlands and as a distriel forester.
Division, has transferred from - He holds a-B.S. degree in cents per share for, -the 77 cents per share. In 1977, Bolivar, Tenn., to the Central . Forestry from the University comparable period in 1977. net income for the comWoodlands headquarters at of Georgia, and was employed Consolidate revenues for the parable period was $583.969,
Wickliffe, Ky.
by the Georgia Forestry third quarter of fiscal; 1978 or $1.16 per share.
Callway and Marting also
According to Woodlands Commission prior to joining were $3,619,088 compared to
$2,689,977 in 1977.
said that the financial
Manager W. R. Penny, the Westvaco.
position of the company, the
transfer is designed to
Callaway, principal subsidiary of Firs
David
H.
strengthen the company's
Randall, and his wife,
land consolidation efforts in Nancy, are now residing in Chairman of the Board and of Michigan Capital Corremains
the
west Kentucky, north Ten- Mayfield, Ky. They have three John G. Martin, president, poration,
of
all
nessee and southern Illinois. children., 'The youngest, said the record quarterly strongest
Randall joined Westvaco in Susan, is attending the gross revenues reflected the
stock
market Michigan—based securities
1956. Since then he has worked University of Tennessee at booming
volume of the three months dealers, with total perin the areas of land Martin.
in both listed and over the manent capital of over
counter stocks. Fixed in- $6,990,000. First of Michigan
come profits, however, Corporation currently has 18
showed declines over the offices in the United States,
last year due to lower bond The Murray office located in
The regular scheduled
those people who have need prices caused by higher the Woodman liuilding and
visit to the City Hall, for assistance in an existing interest rates over the can be phoned at 753-7496.
Commissioners
Office, business.
Businessmen
Paducah, Kentucky by the
inquiring
about an SBA loan are
Small
Business
Administration Loan Officer asked to bring with them
will be handled on August current profit and loss
17, 1978 by a SCORE statements and a balance
Group Insurance Specialists
sheet for the last complete
Counselor.
business year. Persons not
Serving West Kentucky & Tenn.
The Service Corps of presently in business, but
Representing
Retired Executives (SCORE) seeking financial help to
is made up of retired start, should bring a current
businessmen who work with financial statement.
SBA in offering counsel and
For further information
advise to persons interested call the Paducah SCORE
in going into business or to office, (502) 442-7561.

Randall Transferred

SCORE Rep In Paducah

BENNM & ASSOCIATES

GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS. CO.
Phone: 753-7273

Master Charge
Volume Rises

The

reek
many
Dixiela
- Gree
familia
it was
portion
Ltd.,
engrav,
and si
ware.
The
is Mr
newcorneL
scene. A
Murray, T
a business
She quick
enjoys it

TheSllar volume of Master
Charge cardholder transactions in the regional trade
area which includes western
Kentucky increased 16 per
cent during the first six
months of 1978, compared with
the first half of 1977.
Master Charge cardholders
record
--a
generated
$465,861,000 in retail put.:
chases and bank cash advances during the first six
months, according to Credit
Systems Incorporated. CSI is
the operating center for
Master Charge in the fivestate area of Missouri,
Kansas, Iowa, southern
Illinois and western Kentucky.
The peak month during the
first half was June, with a
‘record $97,000,000 in volume.
The CSI Master Charge
program consists of over
58,000 merchant outlets, 836
participating banks and more
than 1,850,000 cardholders.

NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD ------'
NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
_ NEED A_CAR? RENT—A—FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT.—A—FORD
RENTAL AGENT
NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
JOHN HUTCHING
NEED A CAR?
RENT—A—FORD

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to

Ina rag Nom
and all wad
indaranr•
drab lib MAN ray
peg nor* afFA
laddranne dapas, hat vapory *no dn. dam 71.0
,
al lard.

Ronnie Ross
ifs L Maki 'OWN 75344.9

701 Main

We at the

"Don't worty
about
the storm,dear!"

"VVe've got the Shield!"

PARKER FORD INC.

William Randall
Elaine Todd
Dave King
Cliff and Jennifer Heegel-

753-5173
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Munay Business News Bales
Roses' Employees
Share In Profits

Todd Opens Greek Corner
A new addition has
recently been added to the
many shops in Murray's
Dixieland Shopping Center.
- Greek Corner may be
familiar to many people as
it was the pre-established
portion of Special Occasion,
Ltd., that handled custom
engraved glassware, pewter
and silver as well as barware.
The owner of the new shop
is Mrs. Elaine Todd, a
newcomer to the business
scene. A 12-year resident of
Murray, Todd said, -Owning
a business is a little scary."
She quickly added that she
enjoys it and feels that she

issenger car
'ties, 410 N.

:ome

ons in these
ar to have
tly.
revenues for
period were
mpared to
1977. Con'come for the

June 30, 1978
quivalent to
are. In 1977,
r the cornwas $583,969,
re.
Marting also
e financial
ompany, the
liary of Firs
7apital Corthe
mains
of
all

d securities
total peral of over
of Michigan
Tently has 18
inited States.
ice located in
Building and
at 753-7496.

is learning the ropes.
The Greek Corner, as the
name implys, will direct a
portion of it's business
toward the fraternities and
Sororities on campus at
Murray State as well as
and
clubs
other
organizations.
"We can also offer a
discount on quantity orders
for organizations," Todd
stated.
Boasting a three—day
engraving service on in
stock items, the new shop is
equitped - with "the only
etching machine in the West
Kentucky area."
Recently at their grand

Todd was very -grateful to
Betty Hinton, former owner
of Special Occasion, Ltd., for
helping her get started with
aid in buying and stocking.
Todd also thanked the
public for making the grand
opening a success.

KRA Takes The Lead On
Menu Accuracy In Kentucky
The Western Kentucky
Truth in dining or truth in
Chapter of the Kentucky menu laws and ordinances
Restaurant Association met have been proposed in some
on July 24 at the Brass Lan- governmental jurisdictions,
tern Restaurant in Aurora. At and in a few cases adopted, in
the Meeting, Dick Thomas, the belief that representations
owner-operator of the Brass on restaurant menus present a
Lantern, and first vice unique problem in consumer
president of the _Kentucky protection.
Restaurant Association,
announced the KRA program
The National and Kentucky
for educating association Restaurant Associations
members on the subject of believe that such legislation is
Accuracy in Menu.
unnecessary as federal, state,
The educational program and many local governments
includes publications in .the have Iaws and re ulations
KR-A's mrinthly Magazine, the prohibiting false advertising
Kentucky Restaurateur and and misrepresentations of
Purveyors News of the products and providing
detailed guidelines recom- protection from fraud the
mended by the National spokesman added. In the
Restaurant Association restaurant industry, economic
earlier this year.
upon
survival
depends
The food service industry customer satisfaction and
has long reeognized the im- misrepresentation is most
portance of accuracy in effectively regulated by the
describing its products, either severe sanction of customer
on menus,or through visual or dissatisfaction and loss of
oral representation, both :on patronage, he said.
ethical grounds and from the
standpoint of customer
Believing that gottertiment
satisfaction, a spokesman action must be confined to
said. The National Restaurant problems - where its- inAssociation incorporated' tervention can be effective
standards of accuracy in all and at a cost 'commensurate
representations to the public with the benefits gained. the
In its, standards of business Kentucky
Restaurant
practice, originally adopted —Association has adopted the
by the Association in 1923. The Accuracy in Menu guidelines
Kentucky
Restaurant established by the National
Association adopted a similar Restaurant Association this
code of ethics in 1964.
year. the spokesman said.

Manager Samuel Smith of participant in the Plan (a
the local Rose's Stores, Inc. saleslady in one of the stores)
announced that more than who had shared in every one of
5,800 employees of Rose's in the 31 Company contributions
eleven Southern states shared now has a balance in her
in the 1977 Company con- account equal to aptribution to the Employees' proximately three and one
Profit Sharing Trust. The half times her 1977 earnings.
Smith advised that Central
contribution, $2,367,808.38 was
the 34th consecutive annual Carolina Bank & Trust
payment made by Rose's Company, Trustee of the
since the Profit Sharing Plan Rose's Profit Sharing Trust,
reports that the Fund now
was started in 1944.
Manager Smith handed totals over 821,891,000 and
statements of their personal holds $5,916,000 of U. S.
account to local participants, Government bonds*,'$6,433,000
showing how each shared in of Corporate Bonds, 86,058,000
the company's 1977 profits and of Common stocks, 8910,000 of
what each hod accumulated. Time Deposits and 82,574,000 •
He pointed out that a typical of other assets. •

opening the Greek Corner
gave away door prizes of
glassware' and silver and
announced the following as
winners: Sherri Starks,
Murray; Pat Barnes, Mich.;
Joy Snow, Bentoal Gayle
Jolene
and
Prichard
Welcher, Cadiz; and Wadi
Bradirnore, Md.

Maine Todd displays one of the many styles of glassware from her new shop the
Greek Corner. The new shop, located in the Dixieland Shopping Center, specializes in
engraved glassware as well as silver, pewter and barware.

Integon wards King

Mts.

These guidelines are being
published in great detail in the
monthly publication of the
Kentucky
Restaurant
,Association to make them
available to all members.
Over a period of twelve
month's, these articles will
establishthe
major,
educational portion of the
KRA Program.
Based on this detailed
analysis of the subject„ the
KRA will be able to interpret
questions of accuracy for
members and will. be able to
review members' menus and
give advice as to potential
problem areas.
A certificate A`''Tfl be
available, upon request. which
can be posted in members'
restaurants which will reaffirm support of the
Association code of ethics and
the Accuraedi in -,Menu
program. This prograriiis one
of the more tangible benefits
of belonging to such a
professional
progressive
organiiation, the spokesman
said

Chimney Sweeps Attend
Workshop in Memphis
•

Local Chimney sweeps,
Cliff and Jennifer Heegel
day
one
attended
a
workshop in the Regency
Hyatt House, Memphis,
Tennessee Thursday, July
27.
Over-70 „sweeps from.
drtoughout theinidwest and
southeast attended the affair.
delt
workshop
The
primarily with on-the-job
problems encountered by
cleaning both chimneys and
woodstoves. One of the main
points discussed was that of
imforming the public of the
dangers of using, an immaintained
properly
to
chimney. According
National Fire Protection
Agency, a flue should be
cleaned every one to three

years depending upon the
frequency of use and the
type of fuel burned.
The danger of a fire inside
the chimney comes from a
build up of creosote.
highly
Creosote is a
flamable substance that
adheres to the inner wall of

THE

the chimney flue when th
smoke condenses. Chimney
remove v/the
sweeps
buildup/
'by
dangerous
scrubbing the Hite with
special wire brushes.
Cliff and Jennifer have
been cleaning chimneys
locally sin April of 1978.

se mar in Durango, Colo. The
minar, held from July 22 to
July 26, recognized- King for
his outstanding sales and
service to his customers.

NOTES

BEST PROTECTION./
LIFE INSURANCE ,
FIRE INSURANC
AUTO INSURA

KENTUCKY ARIA
BUREAU
S. 5th

King was named to the
President's Round Table,
which represents one of the
highest honors Integon
awards to its sales force.
Membership in the company's honor club is based on
exceptional performance and
professional competence in
selling and servicing Integon's
various lines of insurance.

MURRAY — Cave King,
CLU, a local eneral Agent
for Integoi Life Insurance
Corp., w .honored this week
at the company's education

by Bill Boyd

In early colonial days,
there was such a shortage of good money that
currency which was
known to be counterfeit
circulated freely! It had
value simply because
nearly everyone would
accept it.

Everyone will accept your check so why not enjoy the convenience of a checking account with
us?
RAT T. BROM
N. TERRY BROACH
753-4703

PEOPLES BANK

Member FDIC

11111111AY

_

U.S., Ky. Buying
More Savings Bonds

GENT
CHING

Brownfield,
Mr. Ray
Chairman of the Calloway
County U. S. Savings Bond
Committee, announced that
placed
Ke-ntuckians
$42,862,260 in Savings Bonds
during the first half of 1978
and during the same period,
citizens of Calloway County
in Savings
placed $148,493
Bonds.
Sales of ,Series E and H
United States Savings Bonds
'dation-OW rose to $4.28
billion for the first six
months of 1978. This is four

percent above the same
period last year, and the
highest six-month total since
1945.
Savings Bonds holdings by
Americans have grown by
$2.36 billion since the first of
the year—from $77.0 billion
on December 31, 1977 to
$79.4 billion on June 30, 1978.
In releasing the sales
figures, Treasury officials
praised the work & the
nationwide force of Savings
Bonds volunteers.

1300 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Ky.

D INC.

SECURITY FEDERA
Savings & Loan Association

753-5173

EQUAL ROUSING

LENDER

759-1234

onmlaalTh

New

All accounts are insured up to $40,000 and interest is
'compounded daily from date of deposit to date of with6 Month's
drawal. Passbook accounts may add to or withdraw at any
time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum. Dividends
For example, August 3 through August 9 the rate is
may be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, an7.61% which is /
1 4% more than the treasury bill.
nually as the depositor may choose.

Money Market Certificates
From Gravel Trucks
To Service
Pick-Ups
The Best Protection
Comes From Us

Call 753-4451
Free Estimates
Best Quotes In Town!

Purdom 11 Thurman
Insurance
Billy Thurman

Von Hayerttorli

Each Week's Nate is
Based on the Treasury Auction

Passbook
Savings

$10,000
Minimum Deposo

Golden
Passbook

12 OR 24 MONTH

30 MONTHS

New
8 Year Certificate

8%

8.33% Effective Annual Yield
$1,000 Minimum Deposit

48 MONTH

6 YEARS

Certificates Certificates Certificates Certificates

90 Days

1
2%
5/
1
4% 5/
3
4% 6/
5.39% Effective
Annual Yield

- 442%iffeetive--' Annual Yield
6500 Minimum

6.72% Effective
Annual Yield

6.98% Effective
Annual Yield

I
.

Substantocil Penalty for forty Wtthdrawol of Certificates)
*CRRISTMAS CLUB ACCOUNTS EARN 5% INTEREST *

7.19% Effective
Annual Yield
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I received some interesting
mail from a lady in New York
who is an animal lover and an
outspoken anti-hunter and
anti-fisherman. She has announced her organization's
plans for an "anti" rally in
New York, Boston, and Miami
on the very day most sportrien will be involved with
National Hunting and Fishing
Day on September 23. Her
Luke
peer,
immediate
Donumer from The Committee
To Abolish Sport Hunting is
expecting much publicity,
including an ample amount of
TV coverage.
For years now the organized
efforts of sportsmen and
wildlife biologists have excercised wise management on
millions ci acres of land in this
country. The monies derived
from the sportsmen's poc-

ketbook have helped to purchase some of that land which
benefits game and non-game
species alike.
Lake Donuner recognizes
the sportsmen's argument
that the anti-hunting group is
condemn% the sportsmen but
they are not actually doing
anything for wildlife. Dommer's inspiration is to enlist
the aid of the larger anti
groups for purchasing 64 acres
of land in New York which he
hopes to turn into a refuge for
wildlife and a "picnic area"
for the members to enjoy. It
will be interesting to see
whether or not the area will
indeed be a refuge or just a
piece of land owned by an antihunting organization.

Lake today? We have a creel
clerkrunning a daily cheek on
those waters to see what the
fishermen are catching.
where and on what. His name
is Wayne Davis and he will
gladly give you a run down on
the fishing activity if you can
catch him at home. Wayne's
home phone number is (502)
753-6127.

Associated Press reports a
classified ad placed by one
Virginia Palladino in a San
Francisco area newspeper
reiding: "Husband for sale,
cheap." The ad promised
merchandise that "comes
complete with hunting and
fishing equipment." and
added, "but not home much
Want to know what the fishing from Oct. dull Jan.. April to
has been like on Kentucky Oct."

By John Wilson
If you've been wondering
why the stocking truck hasn't
visited your favorite trout
stream lately, the reason is, as
usual, the weather.
According to Pete Pfeiffer,
assistant fisheries director for
Kentucky's fish and wildlife
department, last spring's
unusually cold temperatures
slowed the growth of trout in
the Celina National Hatchery
in Tennessee, where our trout
are raised.
-We try to stock at least
nine-inch fish," Pfeiffer says,
"but too many of the trout now
available are still only around
seven inches long — too small

to be of real interest to
anglers."
Trout growth can usually be
managed in a hatchery,
Pfeiffer explains, to allow a
summer-long supply
of
stocking sized fish. But when
continued cool weather persists well into spring, the
water doesn't warm enough to
stimulate
the
trout's
metabolism. As a consepience, the fish don't eat as
much and thus don't grow as
fast as they should.
stockings
All
trout
originally scheduled for July
will now be made in August,
Pfeiffer says, but he adds that
the delay won't mean fewer

the Sportsman's Corner
by red McCawley, Remington Wild Life Expert

.NATL/REt BOUNTY
aIMERICAN PIONEERS CARVED A BiG,PROSPEROUS NATION
OUT OF.A wiLPERNESS,BUT DESTROYED A GREAT PEAL or
voU2LIFE HABITAT IN TWE m0c56s

trout."We plan to stock all the
fish that we have been
allocated,even if it means two
deliveries in a single month or
stockings later in the fall than
were scheduled."
Even when the trout have
grown enough to stock, some
streams might not get stocked
this August because water
temperatures are too high.
Trout are cold-water fish
which cannot tolerate warm
waters or rapid rises in
temperature. The stocking
trucks maintain a water
temperature of 60 degrees, but
some streams now have
temperatures in the high 70s.
This difference, Pfeiffer says,
is great enough to kill the trout
unless they are acclimatized
to the warmer water.
-Sometimes
we
can
gradually raise the water
temperature in the tank

trucks on the way from the
hatchery, but this must be
done with care," Pfeiffer
says. As water temperatures
rise, so do the trout's
metabolic rates and their need
for more room and more
oxygen. Unless stocking crews
are careful, they can lose
many trout while the fish are
still in the truck.
So continued hot weather
could mean that several
streams won't be stocked
during August. The final
decision, Pfeiffer says,ewill be
made on a stream-by-stream
basis when the trout are
ready.
Kentucky's
Trout for
stocking program are obtained free from the federal
hatchery and the price of the
trout stamp ($2.35i more than
pays for transporting and
handling costs.

In order to make the
summer months safer and
more enjoyable for participants in water sports, Mr.
Jim Welch, safety Programs
Director for the Kentucky
Division American Red Cross,
lists the following important
rules for safety in the water.
Swim in a safe place. The
presence of lifeguards usually
indicates that the area is safe
for swimming. Stay away
from the vicinty of a diving
board.
Before diving, check the
water for sufficient depth and
for the absence of rocks and
other hidden objects. In pools,
look for depth markings
before diving.
If you have not been
swimming since last summer,
take it easy at first. Know

your limitations and stay with
them.
Do not swim when overtired
or overheated.
Make certain that reaching
poles, buoys, and similar
rescue equipment are immediately available in your
swimming area.
Don't depend on an inflated
inner tube or flotation to hold
you up. It may slip from under
you or develop a leak.
Whenever
a
stortit
aproaches get out of the
water—it is a conductor a
electricity, and a lighting
strike near you could be fatal.
Head for shelter immediately,
but not for shelter under a
tree.
For additional imformation
on safety, contact your local
Red Cross Chapter.
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. 'GOLDEN POND, KY—The
varied hunting opportunities
available at TA's Land
Between The Lakes ILBL
bring thousands of visitors to
the
170,000-acre
public
demonstratibn
area
in
weslern Kentucky and Tennessee each year.
Applications for permits to
participate in the quota bow
-Andgun hunts at 1.81. are now
rnailatile, and:''sill be accepted if postmarked before
:\ugust 4, 19713, or personally
lelivered to the Wildlife
Management office in Golden
Pend, Kentucky, by 4:30 p.m.
that day. The hunts are
scheduled for November 13.
1.16, 18-19, 21-22. and 23-29.
1978.
Small game hunting is
especially popular at 1.131. in
both the Kentucky and Ten-

nessee portions of the project.. following each hunt date.
shotguns, and -longbows with
Squirrel are legal game
Gray foxes are legal game blunttipped or field arrows.
from August 19 through Oc- while hunting small game Sidearms and crossboWs are
tober 1 and from December 1 from December 1, 1978, prohibited - for small game
through December 31, 1978 through February 28, 1979. hunting.
opens They be called only with
season
Quail
Dogs, which must wear a
December 1, 1978, and con- mouth-operated calls during collar showing owner's name,
tinues through February.--8,--daylight hours.
address, and phone number,
1979.
Woodchuck hunting will be are permitted only for small
Rabbit season extends from allowed during the March 1979 game hunting.
December 1, 1978, to January season: the specific dates will
All posted areas, cam31, 1979.
be released in February.
pgrounds, lake access and
The season on dove, wilson
Small game hunters must other public use areas and
snipe, and woodcock is open to have a valid state hunting safety zones, are restricted
conform to statewide seasons license for the state in which hunting areas.
prior to October 1 and after he plans to hunt, and a LBI.
All additional applicable
December 1. 1978.
Small Game Permit that State and Federal regulations
Raccoon and opossum 7shows --the .state license must be observed.
hunting is permitted from number.
For more informationsunset to sunrise on Tuesdays,
Legal firearms and archery contact Wildlife Management,
Fridays, and Saturdays equipment for small game TVA-Land Between The
during the months of include rifles using .22 caliber Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
December and January. Dogs rimfire ammunition, shotguns 42231,telephone 1502) 924-5602.
must be removed from the using no. 2 shot or smaller, extension 235.
field by 8 a.m. on days muzzleloading rifles and

By JERRY MAIIIIN
When was the last time
that
straightened
you
curling, kinky, fishing line?
,lirlaybe some of you don't
know how to correct this
problem so I will pass this
tip along.
First remove the snap or
swivel and clip about eight
inches of line off so it will
be fairly straight. If you are
going to do this from a boat
it is much easier, just play
the line out behind the boat
as you move at idle speed.
Let. out at least 75 yards and
pull it for one mile and the
curls and kinks will spin out
of the line completely.
If you don't have a boat
you can do the same thing
on your yard. Just tie the

line to an object and walk..
away as much line as you
can, lay the rod down, untie
from the object and drop the
line in the grass. If you pick
it up and drop it ..several
times it will begin- to
straighten. then when you
reel in through the grass it
will complete the operation.
Please be sure and keep
your line from rubbing
against rocks or any other
abrasive objects and it will
last a lot longer.
If you are using a spilling
reel cut off at least 61-2 feet
of line to start with. The line
is pinched when you press
the release button to cast
and after several casts it
will be weakened badly.
Happy Fishing!
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West Kentucky bowhunters
should circle September 9 on
their calendars and plan to
attend the second annual
Bow Hunting Clinic at Big
Sandy, Tennessee. Those
attending the day—long
clinic will have an opportunity to learn from the
"pros" of Bear Archery's
advisory staff.
The bowhunters will also
hear from Westvaco Corporation wildlife apecialist
regarding
hunting
on
Westvaco's Big Sandy Forest
Management Area, and from
representatives
of
the
Tennesse Wildlife Resources
Agency who will be talking
about wildlife management,
hunter safety and field
dressing. Baker Minufacturing Co. will be on hand to

Cad F. Kays, new commissioner of the Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources,
receives the oath of office August 1 from Supreme Court Justice Marvin J. Sterberg as
Governor julian M. Carrol looks on. Kays, who succeeds the retiring Arnold I Mitchell,
has been assistant commissioner of the department since 1975 and is the fourth commissioner in the department's 34-year historr

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
<ind

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires IL 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Seele\-tion of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N 4th

demonstrate
The clinic is open to all
their tree
bowhunters, and women and
stands.
In addition_ _ to _getting youngsters are urged to
valuable
shooting
in- attend.
Camping accomodations
struction, hunters will be
able to examine and try out are available at nearby
and
some of the newest equip- commercial
camping
ment available from Bear state—operated
Archery, the nation's largest facilities. A large turnout is
manufacturer of archery expected and motel reserequipment.
vations should be made well
New at this year's clinic in advance. The clinic will
will be a five station field be held rain gear should be
archery course designed to included
hunting
with
test the bowhunter's skill at equipment.
varying, unknown distances.
While the clinic is free,
This is the second clinic -to •---0191rthe first 300 bowhunters
be jointly sponsored by Bear registering will be accepted.
Archery, Westvaco Cor- Maps of the Big Sandy
poration,
leading Forest Management Area,
a
manufacturer. of paper, additional information about
packaging and Specialty the clinic, and registration
chemicals, 'and the Ten- forms can be obtained by
nessee Wildlife Resources sending a self—address,
Agency. Last year's clinic stamped
business—size
drew over 200 participants envelope to: Westvaco,
with hunters from six states Department A, P.O. Box 458,
attending.
Wickliffe, KY 42087.

In 1975,16.6 million hunters
peid a total of $1$4.9 million
for state hunting I censes,
815.1 million in excise taxes on
sporting arms and ammunition, 811.8 million in
excise taxes on handguns and
archery equipment and 811.0
million for duck stamps. The
totat for 1975 amounted to over
$$228!

-Since 1923, hunters have
peid more than $2.1 billion for
state hunting licesnes and
feee. Since 1937, hunters have
paid more than $887 million in
excise taxes. Since 1934,
hunters have paid more than
$165 million for duck stamps.
Altogether that is more than
$3 billion that sportsmen hare
contributed to wildlife.
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Shipwash
Boat 'N' Motor
Outboard & Stern Drive Service
203 E Mau,
24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray,Ky.

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Carroll Tire Service
'

Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486
"We Appreciate Your Business"

Sportsmen:

See Us For
Uniroyal Gumbo and Michelin Vres

Saar'
Murray's
'Qualified Bear Archery Service
chow 11
Pbi 733 7311

Check the !aloes in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing; Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses
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Workmen's Comp
Continues To Be
Controversial Topic
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— Workmen's compensation
continues to be a controversial issue before the
General Assembly and is
now a jurisdictional dispute
between two committees.
The Legislative Research
Commission named a special
subcommittee Friday to
further study the wellstudied issue as a compromise effort in the dispute
between the Lpbor and
Industry Committee and the
Banking and Insurance
Committee.
But Sen. Gene Stuart, RProspect, complained that
"this is avoiding the issue."
Stuart favored transferring
the controversial issue from
the Labor and Industry
Committee to the Committee
on Banking and Insurance.
However, the members of
the LRC, composed of the
bipartisan leadership of the
General Assembly, agreed
they had no authority to
change the rules of the
legislature during an interim.
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legislature or a special
session in late 1976.
Sen. Frank Miller, DBowling Green, chairman of
the joint interim Banking
and Insurance Committee,
appeared before the LRC to
ask that his committee be
given a shot at the problem.
Miller said he was not
criticizing the work of the
Labor and Industry Committee. "I feel the Banking
and Insurance Committee is
structured. in. Seeb a manner
it can talk to all sides and
not, leach the impasse of
labor on one side and big
business on the other."
Stuart, however, criticized
the Labor and Industry
Committee for not reaching
a solution, charging it is
heavily weighed toward
labor interests.
-We need to get back to
some perspective and deal
with an equitable situation,"
Stuart said. "We need to get
it back to some committee
that is not weighed either
way."
The special subcommittee
was an attempt at compromise in the dispute. It
will include two members
from each of the two
committees, along with two
from the Judiciary-Statutes
Committee and a chairman
selected by the Pitebairinenof the LRC.
"Whatefer tNe-tesults are,
it will go back to Labor and
Industry and we know what
will happen there," Stuart
said.
The LRC also agreed to
set up a review of the
jurisdictions of the various
committees
make
and
recommendations
for
possible change to the 1980
General Assembly.
The current committee
setups and jurisdictions have
virtually
unremained
changed over for the-past10
years.
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2 Notice

If You
Need Them:

ELVIS TRIBUTE CONTINUES—A tribute to Elvis. nerformed by Artie Mentz and presented by the Calloway County
Jaycees continues tonight Shown with Mentz,left, is Jaycees Joe Kelso, as Mentz is escorted away from the concert.
Mentz will appear again tonight starting at 8 o'clock at the Jaycees Fairgrounds. Tickets will be available at the door.
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How My Library Helps Me

153-5362
Libraries are the homes of write an essay on
The
books. Every book in the Democratic System and How
PSo
irsidiN
Cial Concerns
library has a place on the shelf It Works For Me," again the
where it can always be found library was there to help.
Committee and
jsut as I have a home on my
To me a library is a place
The Ledger &
street.
where I can gain knowledge
Times
When I go to the library._ I. beyond my classroom, beyond
16.
The jurisdiction of the
will be able to find books, or my textbooks, and even
various committees is set by
information about things I beyond my teacher. In a •
the rules adopted during a
want to read about,' much library my curiosity can lead
legislative session and the
more easily than I could me down a meaningful road.
The City of Murray is
LRC agreed that workmen's
soliciting bids for radio
before. I will discover, too,
Libraries are usually quite
compensation is clearly
equipment to be used in
that libraries are not just rows places, but they are not dull
.within • the _ province of the
Murray-Calloway
of books on shelves, but-are places. They hous,e the most ' the
Labor and Industry Comvery carefully planned places. explosive and dynamic of all'
County Transit System.
mittee. .
The books are all placed on the man's creations. Libraries
— Specifications and other
Rising • workmen's
shelves -so they can be, found take part in the most exciting
information may be obcompensation insurance
easily, and in addition to the of all man's activities — the
tained in the City Clerks
premiums, which some
Hall
books, I will find many other development
City
office,
of
ideas.
people charge are driving
interesting things in a library Through libraries, scientists
Building, Murray, KY.'
industry and business away
which I will enjoy such as: have unlocked the secrets of
from Kentucky, and claims
maps, globes, magazines, nature, and philosophers have
of inadequate benefits for
newspapers, collection of searched for the meaning of
workers injured on the job
aictures, scetchings, and life. Libraries are also imSwimming
have been major and
)rints. I will find too, that portant weapons in the neveremotional issues of the past
brarians are Most pleasant .ending struggle for peace and
Pools
several legislatures.
)eople. and that they know freedom. The United States
Western
Ky. Pools
Carroll Hubbard and KenI can get a book on any nany interesting things about
Despite the work of two
maintains libraries in most
442-9747
tucky
Conference
Chairman subject I like. I can enjoy it nooks, and that are always
separate committees during
parts of the•_.world to help
Danny Kreutzer will make day or night wherever-1- ztad to-&1p.
Paducah, Ky.
the last interim, no solution
advance an understanding -of- -,awards_to
Renitsi
happen to be.
satisfactory to both sides
Those who love books think democracy.
was risiached at the 1978
there is nothing quite so
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(--.?
wonderful. There are some of
PERSON WHO took 3
us who love them just for the the use of a library is a day-toPEANUTS
rolls of barb wire please
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professional
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There are others who collect special libraries for the • inWhAT WE do best is
rare books and first editions, formation they need on their
care. NEEDLINE, 753caring nothing much for what work.
6333.
Newspaper men, editors,
is inside. Others want them to
fill up shelves. But there are news reporters, and other
in
comthe
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--COLOR PORTRAITS,
outsides,
lovely ' print, munications industry, rely on
bring us yours for extra
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a
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spacious
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illustrations, but we also material they need to prepare
size into any size.
and trace lovingly articles, books, TV programs,
„treasure
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the words written within.'
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I THINK
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
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Personally I say that we large newspaper, publishing
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PRESSURE
broadcasting
and
cannot judge a book by its firm
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753-0035. k ree parking
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(EDITOR'S NOTE: Renita
As the First District winner,
Burnham, daughter of David Renita is a finalist in the
and Mary Burnham of Route statewide judging of the Essay
3, Fulton, Ky., has been Contest. The state winners
named the Elementary school will be announced at the
winner of the First District 'Governor's Conference,
Essay Contest. This contest March 19, 1979.
was held in conjunction with . Her esSay is as follows:)
the Kentucky Pre-White
How My Library
House
Conference
on
Helps Me
Libraries and Information.
My: library helps me in
Renita's winning essay is
ways.
different
entitled "HOW MY LIBRARY many
to.
Whenever_
write
have
I
_•11ELPS_MF.c.-P.
.
essa
- ys,—reseaiai papers, or
A student at Cuba Junior whatever I have to do, the
High School, Renita .was school library is there to help.
taught by Miss Glenda Fuqua
.
.
Books can become my best
Young Renita will be honored friends. They can help me to
at the First Congressional travel to far away places and
District Hearing on Libraries to understand distant times.
and Information, to be held on They can help me to become a
Saturday, August 26, 10:00 more interesting person. They
a.m. at the Hopkinsville- cannot only increase my
Christian Co. Public Library knowledge, but I can have so
in Hopkinsville. Congressman
much fun with them.
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49 Catch

(collo() I
sn Apportion

SHE WA5
&LOCKE() IN...
.5HE COULDN'T
tieT OUT/

6 Help Wanted
OVER waite,
waitresses, and delivery
drivers. Apply in p -son. 510 Main tret$
Pagliai's Pizza.

Is OR

HOW
CCU LP
SHE.. DO

IT.,.

CON 7

52 Strike out
54 Symbol for
tellurium
55 Motor part
57 Closer
59 Leading
players
60 Go in
DOWN
T Lawmaking

ii ''iiiIii ilinhir i
141 lUIl •IUI
III iiil Ill dun
U•
II II illllU26
lUl" "•
32

33

%

lUU
JI MINN ill WI
ilW111i1111
illiaII IIlIlII tBil
JIIlllUUU
hl
37

lir

lllUall
ll
to,

Dlatr by Ulkibrd Pustur,

6 Help Wanted
ARE YOU looking for a
career with a future and
unlimited potential'
Burger Queen may be
your answer. We are
looking for an assistant
is
who
manager
responsible and willing
to work towards • our
goal. Excellent starting
fringe
and
stilary
benefits. Contact Neil
Smith at Burger Queen
of Mayfield. 1002 Paris
Road 1-502:247-1548 for
an appointment. Equal
Opportunity Employer

MATURE PERSON to
baby sit in my horae
from 230 til II. Must be
reliable with references.
Call 762-3379.
SEWING MACHINE
operators. Sewing
experience
preferred
but not necessary, full
time, apply Calloway
Manufacturing, 111
Poplar.
SEWING MACHINE
operators. Sewing experience preferred but
not necessary, full time,
apply Calloway
Manufacturing,
111
Poplar.
APFLICATIUSTfr are
being taken for full and
part time employment.
Apply at Roses, Central
Shopping Cent.g.r.
Monday through Friday,
94. Mi. &quid
_
portunity Employer.
WAITRESS WANTED,
Gallimores Restaurant,
Hazel, 492-9785.
HELP WANTED. Buried
telephone
communication
construction, Puryear, TN.
If interested, call 1-901247-5666 from 7:00 to 8:00
Morning, 4:00 to 5:30
Evening. Call 1-501-4928808 from 6:00 to 9:00
night.
FOR THERAPIST, up to
$12,000. Call Mr. Oliver,
tar-Go Employment
Service, 442-8373.
CHEMICAL
ENGINEER, up to
$30,000, fee paid. Call
Mr. Oliver, Lar-Go.
Employment Service,
442-8373.
NEED A BABY sitter in
Robinson School area
for 7 year old. 9 to 4 now
and after school hours
starting August 24. Call
753-5743.
EXPERIENCED BODY
man needed. 753-6243.•
MEDICAL
SECRETARY, medical:
transcription
experience
necessary..:
Apply at Personnel
Office,
Murray-::
Calloway
County::
Hospital, 803 Poplar,
Murray, KY, 1-502-7535131.
P ARTY 'PLAN'.
SUPERVISOR
MERRIC-MAC
toyparties has opening for supervisors
and
demonstrators in your
area. Quality merchandiseHighest
commission. No investment, delivering or
collection. Call Ann
Baxter collect 319-5568881 or write MERRICMAC,
Box
1277,
Dubuque, Iowa 52001.
NEEDED
F/X1
PERIENCED tire
recapper
and
experienced. passenger
tire and service man.
Apply in person to Max.,
Keel, Keels Purchase'
Tires, 808 Coldwater:
Road.
N OW
HIRING
waitresses, waiters,.
cooks Must be 18. Apply
in person Pizza Hut, 12th;
and Chestnut. No phone:
calls please.
RAM SI1TER - needed:
_Monday, _W.ednesday.,
Thursday October
May, 12-8 for 5 month
old Call 753-6329
•
JOBS ARE avairaliii- in
Calloway County for those unemployed 15'
weeks or more. Contact
the Bureau for Manpower Services on S. 6th
Street, Murray. 753-0977
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10 Business Opportunity

oR nt:E.

grocery
doing good business on
Hwy . 121 at GriVesCalloway County line.
489-2533

15 Articles For Sale
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.
16 Home furnishings
Used Furniture
Used Appliances
Used TV's

1974 MODEL 1102' Cruise
Craft cabin cruiser with
Hodge & Son, Inc.
105 hp Chrysler outzos so soi.
board and tilt trailer
with electric wrench.
52100. 753-6073.
REFRIGERATOR,
washer, desk, 753-0196
14 Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY good used
floral or. bright colorzd
couch. Phone 753-5108
after 6 p.m.
WANT TO buy used Gym
Set. Call 436-2742 after
6:00.
2 to 5 ACRES suitable for
mobile home. few miles
from Murray. Phonc
753-3865 from 9-5.
TIMBER WANTED. We
pay top prices - ion
standing timber, tie
logs, or veneering. Call
489-2334, Wayne Adams.

COCKTAIL TOLE and
Hexogan eltdlable. Call
435-1286 after 5 p.m.
SWING SET, sand box,
refrigerator, baby car
chair,
seat, potty
redwood lawn furniture, 753-9263.

corcn-AND two chairs
with ottoman. Call 4362292 after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE like new large
2 door refrigerator.
excellent .condition,
$100. Phone 489-2530.

WANT TO BUY STANDING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre Call 498-8757.

la New
Patterns
Of vinyl c.ustuon floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North.

15 Articles For Sate

-1F0 SALE, formica and,
Wilson art, larnenated FOR SALE. 30" Magic
plastic:, sizes 2'x4' -- -Chef gas stove-. likenew'
Cail mornings 753-7450.
4'x12' at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
MODERN LIVING room
at 10 cents per pair.
sofa with attached end
West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
tables, 8' long, $75.
1203 Story 'Avenue.
Coffee table with sliding
door and magazine
+hr7t p cri lit
storage on ends. $50.
Freezers
Shag carpet, medium
Room Air
green. 10x15, $50. Call
753-9845.
Conditioners

West Ky.
Appliance Center
Sales & Service
641 M.

753-4471

.CHLMNEYS, all fuel,
triple wall pipe, 6" x
'30", 817.88. -.Installation
kit, $26.95. Wallin
Hardware,Paris.
FREEZER BEEF choice
grain fed-aged beef.
Front quarter 85 cents a
pound. whole or half 95
cents a pound. hind
quarter. 1.05 a pound
hanging weight. Food
Stamps accepted. We
also
do
custom
slaughtering,
Paris
Meat Processing, 6428201 off 641. One mile
north of Paris on Old
Murray Road.
WEEDY
WEEDEATERS, Model
500 or 597, $43.99. Wallin
- Hardware, Paris.
PEA SHELLERS. does a
_ bushel in 30 minutes,
$9.88. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
/laimmeismr1 alma me rim

[PRINTING:
102 N. Mb - 753:5)13

AUTHORIZED
ELEC.TROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call
443-6469. IN MURRAY
call
TONY
MONTGOMERY 7534760
19. Farm r.quipment
510 Massey combine,
660 Case combine,
large selection of
used tractors, equipment in stock at
reduced prices.

Murray Ford
Tractor
525 S. 4th
759-4895
ONE ROW New Ideal
corn picker. Call 7533934.
GRAIN WAGON, 1 year
old. 12' hydraulic auger.
large tires. 489-2691.

*RUCK TOOL BOX.
Deluxe, $92.50. Standard, $85.00. Truck bed
protectors, $75-00. Tail
gate protectors,
stainless steel, $15.
Vinson Tractor Co. 7534892.
20 Sports Equipment
1973 BASS BOAT, motor,
trailer, $1600 or best
offer. Call 753-7595.

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Int.

20 Sports Equipment
1974 CARAVELLE trihull' boat, 83 hp Mercury. Rolco trailer,
excellent condition. 4928610.
1973 HOUSEBOAT. 36'
Silver Queen, sleeps 10,
twin engine, 225 hp. 7
KW generator, fully
found, many extras, fly
bridge., dual controls.
Just hulled and bottom'
painted.
For
appointment call 474-2390
after 3 p.m.
I' FIBERGLASS volvo
stern drive, 82400 or best
offer. May be seen at
I.ynhurst Resort. Rt. 6,
Murray.

Job Applications
For positions of assiStant service manager. See
Doris Williams for application forms.

Needed Maintenance
Supervisor
linimum 3 years experience in shift work. Exollent fringe benefits, pain holidays (10) and
Acation. Phone or.'Write C. E..Steiert._ark01111e.1.
'-tanager

General Tire
and Rubber Company,
On. General Street, Mayfield, 14. 4704.6
Phone 1-502,247-6730, Est. 237
An Equal Opportunity Employer Ma'

PRESSURE 'CANNERS,
polished
heavy
aluminum. Holds 18
pints, 7 quarts, or 4 half
gallons. $43.95. Wallin
Hardware. Paii,s.
FIREPLACE
ENCLOSURES with glass
doors and wire mesh
draw screen, all sizes
and finishes, $64.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
SHARP MICROWAVE
oven, stainless steel
interior, cooks, browns,
and defrosts,
$199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
FOR SALE, Craftsman
12" radial saw and
Craftsman drill ptess..
Phone 436-5467.

CLASSIFIED ADS rt

FOR SALE by owner:
mobile home, 1978
model, never used 14x70,
all electric, 2 baths, and
3 bedrooms. Must be
seen to be appreciated.
Call Bob Futrell at 7537668 days or 753-2394
nights.
UNFURNISHED owners must sell 1977
Skyline, 14x70. Call 4928892 after 5 p.m.
LOCATED ON Lakeshore
Drive. Mobile home with
extra room built on with
2 lots, $15,000. If
necessary will finance.
753-8669.

TWO BEDROOM 12x55
trailer with air conditioner. Moving must
sell, $4300. A92-8856.

2s' CHRISCRAFT
ALARMS,
cruiser, mint condition, SMOKE
28. Heating & Cooling
battery operated by
hull recently painted,
Water Pik, $16.88. KING AUTOMATIC wood
new depth findPr and
WallirlHardware, Parts.
radio, galley, head,
heaters, deluxe porsleeps 4,400 plus hours. SUPER
celain cabinet, cast iron
8 movie camera
Can be seen at Kenlake
grates, brick lines,
and fuel oil heater, 753Marina 69. For complete
$199.95. Wallin Hard7323.
information call 1-812ware, Paris.
882-8303.
GLASS arid-aluminum
29 Mobile Home Rentals
greenhouse with gas
LLAMA .380 Auto pistol,
12:66 TRAILER. See
heater. 753-7600.
4" barrel, with extras,
Brandon Dill at Dills
$100 firm. Call 753-9845. 12"
Trailer Court. No phone
CRAFTSMAN radial
calls please
arm saw, 753-1873.
FOR SALE 105 hp
MOBILE
and
Chrysler
Outboard.
gig$425. tar
feis than -.2)11-hoti-:
r --Received -4- chest-,
type Jeep freezers
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Phone 759-1872.
and everal good
Call 753-3280.
•
refrigerators
used
FOR SALE, houseboat,
30
Business Re_ntals
just arrived. Still
36' Silverqueen, twin
have
several
manual
10x30 BUILDING. Be
engine, vee drive, fly
typewriters, dinette
ideal for garage or
bridge, sleeps 10, many
set, several school
clean-up shop. Call 436extras. Call 474-2390 for
desks left at $1 - $2,
5461.
appointment.
one electric stove,
TWELTH STREET, B-4
$30
22 Musical
Murray ford
Commercial lot for
KIMBALL MUSIC Center
lease. 175' frontage 1849
Tractor
601 Broadway,Paducah,
deep. Call 753-7618 after
525 S. 4th
Ky. Across from Irving
5:00.
759-4895
Cobb Hotel. Ph. 943-3879.
31 Want To Rent
Shop if you like, but
26 TV Radio
check our prices. Open
COUPLE WANTS house
late Friday nights.
to rent in Murray
NEARLY NEW 19" black
area. Call 753-3707,
and white' television,
KIMBALL • MUSIC
"attractive price, 753MARRIED COUPLE
-CENTER 601 Broad-_
5456.
needs to rent a house
• way, Paducah, Ky.
in Murray, willing to
AcroSs from Irving Cobb AKAI, X-Ihlti reel to reel8-track tape deck, MO.
do repairs. References
Hotel,' Ph. 943-3879. Shop
Rohn TV tower, 45"
if you like, but check our
available. 759-4876 after
high, comes apart in 10'
6 p.m.
prices. Open late Friday
sections, $100. CDE 44
nights.
TWO WORKING fertiales
antenna rotor and
desire to rent two or
control
box,
$50.
Call
ONE USED piano and
three BR house or
753-9845.
stool, $100. 759-4895.
apartment. Call Jan at
753-3069- or Susan 1-382LIKE NEW' silver Vin- RCA 20" color TV, M. 7
2352.
years old den suite with
cent-Bach
trumpet.
reversible cushions,
Excellent condition,
TWO BR duplex or home
'green and gold 753-5368
used 6 months. Call 739in or near town. 759-4042.
after 5.
1119.

anstErs

PIANOS AND ORGANS
- large
selection
available, rental purchase plan available.
Selection - quality -price cannot be beat
anywhere. Shop for
yourself and 'see. Open
Friday's
til
8:00.
Claytons, Dixieland
Shopping Center. 7537575.

ANTIQUE
STEROYPTICAN
with
327
keystone photo cards 1907 German wood
carving; best offer.
753-5526.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1972 12 x Q. TWO BR
mobile home, air conditioned and service
, pole. 69700. 437-4331.

1972 12 x 65 mobile home,
MUSIC LESSONS: im* partially furnished or
mediate openings for
unfurnished. 437-4871 or
piano, organ, or voice
437-4241 ask for Dwayne
-lessons.
Experienced . or Denise.
teaching with degrees in •
music. Private lessons
SPECIAL, 3 BR. 12x60
age 6 and up --- begincentral heat and air
ners to advanced.
gas) fully carpeted,
Rental purchase plan on
private city lot. Lot and
piano
and
trailer. $6500 or best
organ.
Clayton, Dixieland
offer. Financing
Shopping Center, 753available, will definitely
sell. Needs some repair.
75.3-5074.

FREE
is receiving

24 Miscellaneous

27 Mobile Home Sales

Inspection
Kelley's
Ter mile

& Pest
Control
roos.vni 13*
Moran 753-3114
In Noisiness Over
30 Years
I '4.rtified 13y EPA

TOMATO JUICER, no
peeling,. no coring, KO'
pre-cookinir
Wamrr
Hardware.Paris.
25" ZENITH Console TV
specially priced $619.95
-MUT•trielle. We •v1111-riol
be -undersold. Tucker TV
Sales and Service, 1914
Coldwater Road. Your
Zenith
dealer
for
Murray anti CallowaY
rountv

32. Apartments For Rent
NICE TWO BEDROOM
house, couple preferred
641 N No pets, phone
753-3942
APARTFURNISHED
MENT, $90 per month,
753-8333.
SMALL FURNISHED
apartment, 1414 V,Itie.

NICE

THREE room
apartment-, bath, stiive,
refrigerator, dinette.
Has yard and parking.
$150 plus electric. Call
Deli or Sherry at 7539311 before 3.
-basement
ONE RR
apartment Private bath
All
entrance.
and
utilities furnished. Call
753-8294.
33 Rooms for Rent

37. Livestock Supplies
AKC GERMAN Shepherd
puppies, solid black and
all colors, 1-554-2153,
Paducah.
FOR . SALE, 15
polled
Hereford cows, 12
winter
calves,
registered Polled Bull,
all young cows and
bred
back, $8000. 753-3625.
BRITTANY
SPANIEL
puppies, AKC, champion sired from
hard
Minting
parents,
guaranteed, Call 2475520, Puryear.
ENGLISH SADDLE, 7537323.
FIVE YEAR old Bay
saddle horse-and handmade western saddle.
Horse gentle for anyone,
$650. 753-1493 after 5
p.m. or Saturday and
Sunday.
FOR
SALE,
AKC
Labrador
puppies,,.
black or yellow. Joe R.
Davis, 527-9279.
FOUR
REGISTERED
English Shepherd
puppies, call 753-8832.
PONY, pony cart, harness, and saddle. 7537600.
18 Pets - Supplies
AKC REGISTERED
German
Shepherd
puppy, 8 weeks old,
excellent blood line. Call
753-0797.

39 Poultry Supplies
LAYING HENS. Call 474.2361.
41. Pubiic Sales
GARAGE SALE, 19"
TV, fishing • motor,
boys clothes, games
and toys in perfect
condition. Friday • and
Saturday, August 4 and
5, 9-5, 1701 ,Holiday
Drive.
YARD SALE, Monday,
August 7, at 821 S. 4th, 9? Nick nacks, tires,
chair, glassware, baby
items and clothing, etc.
CARPORT SALE: Friday
and Saturday, August 3
and-4, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Electric floor polisher,
dresser, air hooky table,
Polaroid cameras, toys,
clothes, jewelry, many
miscellaneous items. 1
mile south of Stella off
Hwy. 94 on Buttcrworth
Road.
SIX PARTY yard sale on
Pottertown Hwy. and
280, Rolling Acres
Trailer Court, Saturday,
August 5, 8-12.
YARD SALE, Saturday',
August 5, 9-9 Dishes,
pots and pans, barbells,
TV games, TV stands,
coffee tablet clothesand
many miscellaneous
items. Just off 94 E on
Old Faxon Road across
from
Blackfords
Market.
GARAGE SALE: 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Friday,
August
4
through
Monday. Fantastic
buys: curtain rods, golf
clubs, tools and hardware, dishes,
appliances, aquarium,
fans, good clothes, and
much more. Hwy. 94 E
to Hwy. 280, 1045
Panorama
Drive,
Panorama Shores. 4365594.

41 Public Sales

YARD SALE. Stereo,
antique hut top, antique
shutter, miscellaneous.
8:00 Saturday,503 S. 6th.

43 Real Estate
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
So,

43 Real Estate
REDUCED, nice home in
Hazel. Has been termite
inspected, 2 bedrooms,
freshly painted, nice lot,
convenient location and
just about everything
you could want for
$13,500. THE NELSON
SHROAT REALTORS,
Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Center, 759-1707.
WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. Thil is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown.
school, and hospital. the
home includes the
drapes, refrigerator,
stove, and dishwasher.
Call
JOHN
C.
NEUBAUER,
REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531
to see this good buy.
MUST SELL, 2 bedroom
white frame house with
full basement. House
includes all storm
windows, storm doors,
_drapes, harvest gold
siofre;'iffiti*a

_retri_g_erator with
icemaker. Fully carpeted throughout. Call 753-9924.

-

MI] IK

Sq,

Murray, Kentucky

753-4451

BOYD-MAJO
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

THE
MAN
with.,
imagination can see the
potential in this 2
bedroom home with 51
acres, stock barn,
tobacco barn, hog shed,
under fence with a price
wouldn't
just
you
believe. Call for an
appointment
today/P
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS,753-1492.

Anot,
BOYD-MAJORSail
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
' Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"
TWO
WOODED
ACRES . IN
THE
COUNTRY...Phis a 2
Bdrm., lvz baths furnished mobile _home
offers the comfort &
privacy you've been
looking for at a price
you
can
afford.

Spacious -well-arratrg-?
ed..-rooms make this
•mobile home a perfect
sett*. Call Today.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

• Pr ofessiuna SCI-N It es
With The Friendly Touch''
A HOUSE THAT'S A
REAL INVESTMENT
. . 211 S. 12th St. -3
bedroom B.V. house
and lot 150' x 150'. Exceptional
quality
home,on lot scheduled
for B-4 listing soon.
Check
This
One
Today. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING in downtown
Murray - Located at
the corner of 3rd and
Main Streets and known
as the Wallis Grocery
Building, this is an
excellent location for
any retail business.
Priced realistically at
only $22,500. Phone our
office for more details.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.
-$75t-c6t11rtwant tiii
mobile
home.
3
bedrooms, nice lot, new
carport, plus 12x20 a
concrete block building
with utilities. New
central air conditioning,
central gas heat, $15,995.
THE NELSON SHROAT
REALTORS, Uncle
Jeff's Shopping Center.
759-1707,

SPACIOUS
THREE .
16 ACRES all wooded,
bedroom two bath home
approximately 500 ft. on
at 1612 Parklane with
blacktop county road7
large heated garage,
Call-436-2473.
workshop, large den
with fireplace and other
FOR SALE by onwer„
extra features. Owner
Grocery
Store,
moving. Offers conRestaurant, and nice
sidered. Call C. 0.
two BR apartment all in
Bondurant Realty 753one building, has all
9954 or 753-3460.
equipment to operate
complete stock, also
and
PRICE REDUCED $7000
hamobile home hookup
on this 70 acre farm with
on one acre of land. 3
35 tendable acres.
lerrosteent property - brick
miles south on Hwy.. 121.
Owner moved out of
dimple: located test off 94
Known
as
L
Grocery
&
B
state and wants to sell!
East only imisowtos free.
and Restaurant at
Priced now at $28.000.
Murray. His I bedrooms
Cherry Corner. A dandy
sock
owes. 1950 sq.
Don't delay on this
Ft., wall to wall carpets II1M11
little business, be your
bargain. Act now by
boat-im appliances. Good inown boss. Priced very
phoning. KOPPERUD
cense property. Priced at
reasonable
,
call
or
see
'REALTY, 753-1222.
531,500.
James or Bob Futrell,
Extra sharp, 3 bedroom'
S.
405
4th,
Murray,
KY.
IT'S A Mystery...Our
brick home located im
Call 753-7688 days or 753mystery home has 4
Aisedow Groom am /
1 2 we
2394
nights.
bedroorrk, large living
lot. This basso Yes boom
well maintaiesod, bas stirs
room with fireplace, 2
Unwise's* far ie. host bMs.
baths located in the
(Ansi& stomps arse 1
Waldrop teolty
demand area of Park
work 'bop, wired, al% con
in Business
and shopping.. recently
Crete fleer. Pries reduced to
reduced ... A real and
536.500.
Since 1956'
true bargain for the
753-S646
753-3243 Anytime
house hunting sleuth
who calls 753-1492.
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS.
Hornbuckle Barber Shop
209 Walnut Street
31 ACRES at Alrno
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Heights on Perry Road.
Monday-Friday-7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30ti15:00
22 acres in beans, some
PRICE
HAIR CUT 61.50
PRICE SHAVE $1.25
'timber,
several
CALL
753-4013
beautiful building sites.
Secluded yet very accessible, $22,90O.
WALDROP REALTY,
753-5646.
We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment. We have
CONCRETE BLOCK
high pressure hoses and fittings.
building with living
Hwy. 1346 off 84 East
quarters, suitable for
436-2783
many types of business,
excellent location on
busy Hwy. 68 near
Jonathan Creek. Call
collect 1-522-8765. Lynn
Waller Realty, open 7
days.

17 ACRES 2 miles south of
ROOMS,
10x50 MOBILE HOME, SLEEPING
New Concord on Hwy.
kitchen privileges, one
good conditior, ;2200
121 S. 1500 foot of road
block to MSU. Call 759('all 436-2777.
frontage. All in grass
1182
with plenty of water for
8x4$ TRAILER -house
34 houses For Rent
cattle.
Electric fence
with lot and new well 1
around perimeter of
mile from lake. Call NIt'E,
THREE
property. Impressively
753-061D SEDROOM house in IT'S THAT TIME again.
priced
at $12,900.
Hardin, .no pets, small
See you at the side walk
WAI,DROP REALTY,
FOR SALE, 12 x 65
only,.
-children
sale. First 8 customers
7534646.
Concord trailer,5 rooms . References and deposit
to buy $4 win free gift
and bath, newly furrequired. Call 40-4462.
so stop by Bank of
nished in Florida.
FIRST TIME ever listed
Murray
and
see
Located in private park COUNTRV HOME 12
for sale ... This 14 x fit)
Gerald Waldrop.
2_ miles from Tampa.
mobile home has room
miles from Murray. ----- Call 492-8738 after 4 p.m.
to spare. Beautiful
Partially furnished, 2 TWO FAMILY garage
Will have pictures to
hillside lot with plenty of
and yard sale. Baby
BR, modern kitchen.
show if interested:
trees, a garden plot and
items including clothing
large screened porch,
a beautiful view. Worth
jugl_ba_areessorie
-64p46,44.e.4:04ultry_ki
I0x50 MtH311,E 914)ME in
sEcond -Irotr.-clothing,
9-10
Jr.,
Boys
ellen, $7.25 Per "'nth.
excellent condition. On
JOBS
10, and, Men's 15, toys - LORETTA
753_7978,
choice shaded lot in
and games,. cameras, REALTORS,753-1492.
36 for Rent Or lease
BaYwood
Vista on
fishing gear, bowling
Kentuuky---Lake. Thts-baits and other Sporting 25 ACRES at - Puryear,
home Is setup and ready
equipment, books and
Tn. 4 acres, open,
Mini
to move into. Immediate
records, other
secluded building sites,
Sc
ehou
War
possession.
Contact
miscellaneous
Iota of trees,trees, trees
houseStorage Space
Bobby Futrell at 753hold items. Saturday,
Fabulously priced at
ier
Rent
7668 days or 753-2394
9-5 and Sunday, 1-5.
$11,900. WAI,DROP
753-4758
nights,
103 N. 17th St. Murray
REALV,753-5646

BSI J HYDRAULICS

411
11121
NEAR U
single4
3 or 4 bi
living
dining
binatioi
a two f
separE
Also a
yard,
large
works]
.
buildir
Phone
REAL

South 1
TELEP
HOUSE
located
Lake E
ron tai
opporti
private
access
boating
beauti
• Lake.
attract
situate
woodec
restora
on pri.
for a
KOPPI
75r122

sr
JUST
countr
14 acr
out
Statell
Blood
WALD
753-564.
SPECIA1
BR m ,
gas hi
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DUPLEX
On Shady Lot
$27,500
(Each Side)
Living room with fireplace, one bedroom, bath
and kitchen.

1611 Si 13 Miller
759-4130
EXTI

LEAVE THE CITY BEHIND!!!
And the traffic & the hustle & bustle & go to the
country. We've got 3 choice parcels of land, good
building location, can be bought as a package, at..
,
a discount or separately. Beautiful view and lots
of trees on one parcel. Call Today.

JOHN SMITH, REALTOR

sayin
quiet
try
Cerar
and 1
Ande
has d
brea

...akirata
brick
much
home

Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
Or
Ron Talent 753-9894
Jim.Berndon 759-1184

Cynthia Gamble 759-13%
Linda McKinney 753-8567
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IIITLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

at SerNwes
•ndl) Touch

THAT'S A
TESTMENT
12th St. - 3
B.V. house
' x 150'. Exquality
it scheduled
sting soon.
'his
One
yd Majors
te, 105 N.

kL
in downtown
Located at
of 3rd and
s and known
llis Grocery
this is an
Location for
1 business.
distically at
1. Phone our
nore details.
D REALTY,

home.
3
nice lot, new
lus 12x20 a
lock building
ities. New
conditioning,
heat, $16,995.
ON SHROAT
IS, Uncle
ping Center,

S

W

-operty brick
4 just off 94
Motirteis front
2 budroenis
peek. 1950 sq.
ell carpets and
aces. Good inty. Priced at

3 bedreeni
located in
ea ea ,
1 2 acre
ass has been
wed, Ws extra
km host bilio.
rage area
feed, with marks reduced to

Anytime

---y 7:30 til 5:00
SHAVE $1.25

t. We have

NEAR UNIVERSITY-a 63 ACRES in Mt. Carmel
Community, 72 acres in
single-family home with
corn and beans, some
3 or 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
bottom land and some
living room, kitchengood Poplar timber. 2
dining
room
comfed creeks on
spring
bination, utility room, or
property. Hwy frontage
a two family house with
on 121 South, $67,000.
separate entrances.
WALDROP REALTY,
Also a lovely fenced-in
753-5646.
yard, plus an extra
large
garage
and
workshop or storage NEWLY WEDS can be
property owners. Take
building. Low 40's.
a look at this budget
Phone KOPPERUD
sized home located on
REALTY, 753-1222.
a quiet street near
REALTURS
shopping and school.
This house has six
rooms - two bedrooms,
basement, utility room,
garage, and appliances
South 12th at Sycamore
are already included.
This is ready for
TELEPHONE 753-1661
immediate occupancy.
HOUSE AND 147 ACRES
Call us today to see
located near Kentucky
this home. John C.
Lake and having TVA
Neubauer, Realtor, 206
frontage, this is an
So. 4th Street, 753-6101
opportunity to own your
or 753-7531.
private farm with easy
access to swimming,
boating and fishing on
beautiful Kentucky
Lake. Home is very
attractive
and
is
no
Situated on
lovely
BOYD-MAJORS
wooded lot. Also a
REAL ESTATE
restorable,jog house is
753-8080
on property. Phone us
Professional Services
for all the details.
With The Friendly Touch"
&OPPERUD REALTY,
SOUTH PLEASANT
75P1222.
GROVE
CHURCH
AREA - Productive
Poplar-Benton
100-acre
tract,
blacktop
frontage.
-1AtegF- tifiVideo barn,
dALITY
QT
Aplog
barn.
REALTY
proximately 75 acres
in crop. Large pond.
527-1468 - 753 9625
That money-making
acreage You've been
waiting for, with good
building.site. See This
JUST A little bit of
Now. Boyd Majors
country, 2 BR house on
Real Estate, 105 N
14 acres with several
12th.
ons
buildings
out
Stateline Rd. near
44. lots For Sale
River.
Blood
WALDROP REALTY, LOTS FOR, SALE: ap753-5646.
proximately two-thirds
acre wooded lot near
SPECIAL REDUCED, 2
Kenlake Park and
BR mobile home with
Kentucky Lake. Priced
gas heat, window air
to sell, firm $900. call
conditioner, built-in
474-2337.
range on 100 x 125 lot, 1
mile east of Murray.
LOT FOR,mobile home
Wilson Insurance and
with septic tank, water
Real Estate, 753-3263.
_
.
and driveway. Located
in
Baywood
Vista.
22 ACRES on Hwy. 280 2
Subdivision
on KY.
miles from Bloodriver
Lake. Immediate
Boat Dock. Has several
possession.
Call Bobby
feet of Hwy. frontage.
at 753-7668 days or
Plenty of trees, many,
nights 753-2394.
many building sites, a
good spring. Has a view
of the lake, very com- LOTS FOR mobile homes
for sale by owner,
at
petedly
priced
several to choose from
$14,900. WALDROP
in Senic Acres. Well
REALTY,753-5646.
restricted, on Hwy. 280,
12
mile to
East
Elementary School.,
Guy Spann Realty
Terms by owner. Call or
You,' key People
see James or Bobby
in Real (state"'
Futrell, 405 S. 4th,
753 7724
Murray, Day 753-7668,
901 Sycamore
Wormy, Ky.
night 753-2394.

1

STEP UP TO $$
Why not have a definite plan, new career, or a
change in the same career. We have an opening
in the Murray area'. This is an outstanding opportunity for an ambitious individual. We furnish
all needed supplies. Absolutely no investment.
We train completely while you earn excellent
profits. Training and help always available. If
you need extra income by working either full
time or part time, write:
Winona Monument Co.
Box 529
Winona, MN 55987

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, August 6, 2-4 p.m.

SOO

om, bath

!II

it go to the
land, good
ackage, at
kw and lots

818 N. 20th
EXTRA! EXTRA! - This is what you will be
saying when you view this exquisite home in
quiet residential neighborhood. Teak parquet entry hall, indirect lighting in most rooms, 2
ceramic baths with showers, built-in vanities
and laundry bin. Den with corner fireplace. All
Anderiien thermopane tilt-in windoWs. Kitchen
has double ovens, lovely birch cabinets, plus a
breakfast room. Central gas heat Lind central

•-•••••••-•./ •••, ,•••••••am.

OR

IS 641*
I Anytimi

bit' 7514-1396
vey 7534567
mionamomsh,

brick enclosed with Wrought iron gate. There is
much more so let us tell you all about this lovely
home. 50's.

KOPPERUD -REALTY
Ph. 753-1222

711 Main

LAKEVIEW LOTS in
restricted subdivision at
1973 prices. Central
water, call Robert
Morris, 436-2473.

1977 DODGE, 4x4, blue,
318 with headers, and
extras, 6000 miles. 3822294 after 6 p.m.

FOR SALE BY owner:
Lot l'z miles east of
Murray on good road
and 500' of Hwy. 94. City
water, no restrictions,
not in a subdivision. Call
,Bob Futrell 753-7668
days or 753-2394 nights.
•

1977 CHEVROLET 4
wheel drive, short bed, 4
speed, 435-4395.
196b PONTIAC 2 door
hardtop, doesn't use oil,
good second car,• $400.
Call Raphael Jones at
753-3844.

BY OWNER 3 BR brick
with 1'2 bath, enclosed
garage desirable neighborhood, priced $41,000.
Call 753-4673.

1974 EL CAMINO, low
mileage, excellent
condition, 759-4947.

EN-5
1928 United Feetuie

oOP

5 OF
COURSE, SE4ATOR,11415 1F
0
"THE RECORD)

46. Homes For Sale
FOR A QUICK sale, 7
room house with 11
/
2
bath, 2 acres. 437-4484
FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres /,'2 mile south of
Grocery.
Wiseharts
G-Ood well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
1542 Oxford Drive. 3
extra large bedroorris,
living room, dining
room with wood parquet
eat-in kitchen with builtin range and dishwasher, utility room, 2
baths, 7 extra large
closets, 9 car garage,
beautifully landscaped,
3100 square feet. 7536156.
FOR SALE by owner 5
miles west of Murray. 3
bedroom brick, I bath,
large living room, nice
size utility-kitchen and
dinette combination, 1
car garage. P2 miles
from Southwest school.
Call 753-4896.
DUPLEX ' FOR SALE,
1600 Ridgewood Drive,
brick, each side has 2
BR, central heat and
air, stove, refrigerator,
and dishwasher, $40,000.
Call owner at 753-4470
after 5 p.m.
JUST
LISTED3
bedroom charmer three bedroom brick
home with central heat
and air, lovely landscaped lawn, fenced
backyard, wooden deck
ad lots of other
pleasant features in this
dream home. Just
outside of city limits and
priced in the 30's.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.
FOR SALE BY OWNER:
brick duplex in Lynn
Grove. Nice rental
property or home for
owner, with extra income. One acre lot. Call
. 435-4557 or 753-4881.
INCOME PROPERTY,
large furnished house of
rental units, one block from MSU i $490 per
month), $33,500. Call
759-1182.
HOME FOR SALE by
owner: a brick, 3 BR,
study, 2'.2 baths, living,
dining,
den
with
fireplace, kitchen with
dishwasher
a nd
disposal, utility room,
entry hall, walk-in
closets, central heating
and cooling, fully carpeted, double garage.
For appointment call
753-9351 after 5 p.m. -

FOR SALE BY OVvart!.n.
new on market brick, 3 bedroom carpeted. walk
in closets, 2 baths, 2 car
garage with a storage -room, central gas heat
and electric air, entry
hall, living room, large
den with wood burning
fireplace and dining
area, kitchen with dish, sa•brr
And jsuokot,
built-in-stove with hood,
food center and many
cabinets, utility room
with bUilt-ia cabinets, _
central vacuum, patio
with grill, intercom.
landscaped, near high
School, 804 Minerva
Place, 753-0196 or 753-

AIR CONDITIONED, all FOR SALE, like new 1974
electric, 3 bedrooms, 2 1-Innda CL-200 and
baths, part basement, helmet. Wish to discuss
dishwasher, stove, price. Call 1-444-7824
disposal, on large lot in after 5.
Keniana
Subdivision.
48. Automotive Service
Call 436-2473.
2-14" & 2-15" Western
THREE
BEDROOM
Mag wheel, Unilug. Call
brick home, carpeted
7 -4445living room and 2 BR,
FOR TIRES, in-the-field
P*
2 bath, approximately
farm tire service, truck
2 acres of-land 7'2 miles
tire service, front end
east of Murray, 4 miles
alignment, brakes,
from Lake on blacktop.
shocks, tune-ups, acPhone 436-5370; after 5
cessories, and prompt
R.r_n. phone 759-4927.
- service,_ _ phorte"---A& vanced, Inc., 759-4788.

SWIMMERS?

47. Motorcycles

I

1973 CHEVY 1'2 ton V-8
automatic, white and is
1969 ' Ford
clean.
Ranger, solid black, V-8
automatic, clean Call 1898-3972.

FOR SALE Honda 450,
good condition, 753-2467
1972 FORD LTD, blue
after 5 p.m.
with black vinyl top, 4
Call 489-2335.
door.
197h YAMAHA 400 CC,
1000 miles. Only $800.
436-2261.
650
197s - YAMAHA
Special, perfect condition. Contact Billy
Dyer at 753-8674 or 7536038.
•
1966 YAMAHA 60 cc, good
tires, engine rebuilt, $65.
753-8585.
1975 YAMAHA RD-125 B,
less than 3000 miles,
$275. Call 767-2452.
1973 HONDA 350, 8500
actual miles, excellent
condition, two helmets
included, $750. 753-8773.
1972 HONDA CL350
motorcyle, in real good
condition. Call 753-5273
during the day and 7530156 after 6 p.m.
must
1977 HARLEY
sell, Gilbertsville, Call
3624738.

FOR
SALE,
1971
Chevrolet dump truck,
good condition. Call 7534343 or 753-4955.

ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 and 3:30, ask
for Shelley,

WATER WELL,.,. .Smfth
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
Call„ 1-527-1836 after 5

,pm.
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p.m. 753-7149.
HIRE ME one day a
week to help with your
office chores. I am
hardworking, ex•
perienced, and have a
variety of skills. Call
me at 759-4878, Jennifer Taylor Heegel.

1975 JEEP pickup, 4
wheel drive, automatic,
power brakes and
steering, also topper,
-new 10" western white
spoke rims, with 1100
BF
Goodrich
all
terrain mudders. Call
437-4596 after 5 p.m.

1977 MAVERICK, mint
condition, air, 20,000
miles, $3500 753-8552
after 6 p.m
1967 MUSTANG, $500
Call after 5, 753-5368.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, hot.

1970 CHEVROLET 4 door
eei
brakes, 'thy! roof, air
conditioning nice. 753- •
8585.

1

•

lo

Dwain Tnylnr
Chevrolet, Inc.
6.41 South Murray.
753-2617

72 Chou.
rvr-72 Pont

$1450

Bonneville, 4

or. power

sleeting, brakes and air
71 Cher
$2000.

69 Chau.
2 ton truck ..
with
how

77 Chau. .

701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky.4:

$4500.

CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.

0

bed /S-

2
3

. $5600.

0

ton, four eheel drive
pickup, automatic. power
steering & brakes, air, 400
F:ng

76 Chet.

J

ALL TIRED OUT
from scrubbing the bathroom again
and again and again. You can stop all
that by putting nice, easy to care for
MARBLE in it. And you'll never have
to scrub again.
Beautiful...you say!
Yep,It's that too.
1t

Salesmen:
Mickey Boggess
Jan Dalton
Jerry Boyd
J.H. Nix

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.R

50 Campers
Atn
7

Thornton Tile
and Marble
"Quality that will please"
75t-5719

&ELIA

__Starmaster 8, excellent
condition. Call 345-2028,
Mayfield.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co.- Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42901. Phone day
or night 442-7026.

MITCHELL BLACK.
TOPPING - sealing",
patching striping. For
free estimates call 7531537.
GENERAL
C0N STRUCTION. If it takes
nails to mend or build
new we can do. Any type
construction, dry wall
hanging- and finishing,
roofing, exterior and
interior painting, no jobs
too small, reasonable
rates, 15 years experience. All work
guaranteed, also, insurance repair and
roofing. Call anytime,
CB Construction, Almo,
Ky. 753-0955 or 759-1667.
Anytime day or night
roof
repair
our
specialty.

CARPET CLEANING
vibra-back, steam, dry
references.
cleaning,
Reasonable rates, free
estimates. Call 759-4085
or 753-5816.
INEXPERIENCED
TERIOR and exterior
with
painters
references. 759-1228.
AIR CONDITIONING
sales and service, R. C.
Evans,474-2748.
INSULATION
BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310
for
fr,
estimates.

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating,
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

WILL STAY with elder
people. Call 435-4169.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal --IfeeralbOrat.
Larry
Wisehart,
President, Phone 753'9290.
54. Free Column
FREE KITTENS, 7531575.

ATTERMON:
.
AUTO INDUSTRY WORKERS

The Beltone
Hearing Aid You've
Wanted But Thought
You Couldn't Afford
If you or someone in Our immediate fimily
has a hearing loss, see us. We are an
approved provider under the Auto Industry
Hearing Aid Benefit Program.
CALL OR COME IN
SOP COMPLETE DETAILS

1200 Poplar
Benton, Ky.
Pit. 527-8463
WHEN A HEARING
)
Mon.Fri 9-1
AID WILL HELP

If You Think

FOR YOUR septk tank
wo_rk
needs. Also septic tank
-cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348

Only fl) out of every (125) callers purchase the
home they call about from the classified adli

CHIMNEY CLEANING,
bird screens installed,
• minor repair work by
Cliff Heegel, Magic Hat
Chimney Sweeps. Call
759-4878.
FOR YOUR coal needs,
call or write Edward
Spock, Rt. 1, Dawson
Springs, KY, 797-8318

$4675

Silverado Pickup, power
steering, brakes & air,
sharp truck

NEED TREES CUT?
Landolt Tree Service.
'Call George Landolt,
753-8170.

BACKHOE WORK,septic
tanks, dirt and gravel
hauling. Call 753-5808 or
753-5706.

A YARD SIGN
AND
A CLASSIFIED AD
Will give you the quickest and highest dollar for
your property then

‘11

PHONE
502-685-4961

51 Services Offered

FOR SALE, Essex soy
bean seed. 489-2602.

ALL'rYPErbackhoe and
septic-tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
years
experience.
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.

PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

$2400

Malibu 2 dr. Power
Steering, Brakes, Air. AM

Custom Impala. 2 dr
Automatic, power steering.
brakes& air

Ohio Watley Real Estate

So 9th

SMALL DOZER.Ideal for
leveling or spreading,
753-0129 or 753-7370.

FORD customized van.
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
radio,
AM -FM
television, speakers
front and rear, couchbed, ice box, sink, coder*
potti, carpeted, air
conditioned. Call 7530476.

WHITE FA1RLANE 1964,
new tires, new brakes,
new shock absorbers,
low
miles,
42,000
mileage. Call 753-3772.

Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.

FENCe; SALES at Sears'
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.

1950 FORD Club Coup for
sale. Also restored 1962
Nash convertible. Phone
753-1271.

cloEmspLET
1964
convertible ltnpala
Super Sport. Bucket
seats, automatic in
floor, $895. Call 759-4698.

BARKLEY LAKE

BUSH HOGGING, North
Calloway County and
South Marshall County.
753-2418.

1974 PINTO, automatic,
radial tires, $1075. Call
489-2595.

MOVING MUST SELL,
1972- 1967 Baha Buggy,
camper top -- 351 Ford
motor and tool boxes
436-2149..

51. Services Olterelf

GUTTERING BY SEARS
MOBILE HOME ANSears continuous gutter
CHORS, underpinning
installed per your
awnings, carports and
specifications.
Call
roofs sealed. _ Call Jack_
- Se
-iiri 353-23TO-for free
Glover 753-1873 after 5 '"
estimates.
p.m. or weekends.

1977 FORD Van Club
Wagon Chateau, 31,000
miles, new tires, Cap• thins chairs, factory air,
P.S., P.B., stereo, with
front and rear speakers,
rear bench seat, .fully
carpeted, solid silver,
blue interior, mint
clean, excellent condition, $6495 firm. Phone
Murray 759-4590.

49. Used Cars & Trucks

1502 Porklane
753-1432

1975 VOLVO 164 E, excellent condition. 1973
TR 6, excellent condition. Call 753-0799
days, and 753-2317
nights.

ENERGY
SOLAR
headquarters,
residential, commercial, and industrial.
Also dealers for Volcano
II, the most efficient
in
burner
wood
America. Solar King of
Mayfield, 247-1253, 607
W. Broadway.

1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royal, burgundy on
burgundy with white
top. Has power and air,
extra clean car with
45,000 miles, $2450. Call
492-8103 after 4:00 p.m.

TRUCK TIRE Sale Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin
Hardware,
Paris.

This 3 BR brick house
with swimming pool is
for you. 11
/
2 baths, carpet,electric heat. 40's.

1976 CHEVY Monza, 4
speed, 20,000 miles,
$2100 or best offer. 7591158.
1974 3/4 TON Chevrolet
pickup, low mileage,
must sell. 436-2482.

47 Motorcycles

WHITES CAMPER
SALES your starcraft
dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and
used
campers. East 94 Highway, 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.

DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chlps
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.

46 Homes For Sale
THREE ROOM furnished
house, 10 miles east of
Murray, $2500. 442-8670.

50. Campers

51. Services Offered

it9M14:1

AAJ
',.STATE
90110

49 Used Cars
Car
rJocks
1967 FORD Galaxie, runs
good.$300.489-2711.

44. lots For Sale

mo.ukay)

43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN, prompt efficent service. Call
Ernest White, 753-0605.
WANTING DO do office
and house cleaning 7591145.
BYARS BR1VHERS &
SON
General home

Think Again
One of the most active real estate markets in the U.
S. A. does not permit yard signs!!
John Smith Gallery of Homes offers something
more than a yard sign and a classified ad.

*Professional Image.
*Well Qualified Sales Counselors
*Complete Referral Service
*Market Analysis for Proper Pricing
*Effective Communication
'Knowledge of Current Available
Financing
*Qualified Prospects for Your Particular Property
YES! YES! us!
Whatever your destination, Monkey's F:yebr,K.
IT. 0( '
anywhere in the U S A . the John Smith Gallery of Homes ,
arrange

A Smooth Move
Call Us Today!!

John Smith,

-

aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895,-

Bib' 25' AVTON travel
trailer with 1971 Chevy SPRAY PAINTING ot all
kind's. Metal roofs,
station wagon equipped
bavits, farms and
to pull trailer. Sell as
Call Ralph
753homes.
separately.
unit or
'
Worley, 436-2563.
7600.

- 763-7411 Anytime
Evenings Cali
Ron Talent 753-9894
Cindy Gamble 759-13%
Jim Herndon 759-1184
Linda McKinney 753-8576

rasa I4 ins iviviestai, ay., utioelt
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Bro. John Dale To

Dr. D. M. Doty To

Speak At Church

Speak At First

Of Christ Sunday

Christian Church

L & N Asked To Show Cause Why
It Should Not Meet ICC REGS

Under the first order, vestigations also disclosed
Dr. Delbert M. Doty will
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Bro. John Dale will speak on be the guest speaker at
the The Interstate Commerce Seaboard and its affiliates that the only major power
the subject, "Things That Are 10:45 a.m. worship services Commission
will order the would be required to furnish shortages on Seaboard Coast
Excellent," at the 8:30 a.m. on Sunday, Aug. 6, at the
Louisville
&
Nashville 100 additional locomotives to Line railroads occur on
and 10:40 a.m. worship ser-- First Christian Church. His Railroa
d to provide ad- L&N to alleviate the severe L&N, "so that the addition
vices on Sunday, Aug. 6, at the subject will be "What
of locomotives would reaut
Does ditional locomotives and shortage of motor power.
Seventh and Poplar Church of God Require Of Me?" with freight
Under the second order, in
more
equitable
cars to eastern
Christ. His scripture will be scripture from Deut.
10:12- Kentucky coal . shippers L&N would be required to distribution
power
of
from Philippians 1:3-10.
13, Micah 6:8, and John unless liSIN can show why it double the number of freight throughout
the
entire
His six p.m. sermon topic 13:34.
should not be required to do cars it supplies to mines in Seaboard
Coast
Line
will be "Church No. 8" with
Harlan and Perry counties System."
so,
an ICC spokesman says.
The guest speaker retired
scripture from Revelation 2:1Coal
operators
The commission issued an which ship coal in single car
have
from the American Meat
3.
complained bitterly that they
order
Friday
giving shipment.
Institute
Foundat
ion
in
Des
Assisting in the services will
Larry Lesser, the ICC are unable to ship out dbal
Seaboard Coast Line and
be Tommy Carraweer,„ Owen Flames, Ill., in 1973, and he L&N
spokes
man, said recent because only a fraction of
10
days
from
next
Moseley, Ken Barber, Howell and his wife, Ruth, moved to
' CONGRATULATES NEW MEMBER — Dr. James B. Graham (left), superintendent of
Monday to show why they investigations by the com- the hopper cars promised
Clark, Kevin McManus,
public instruction, and Wendell P. Butler (right), secretary of the Education and Arts
should not be required to mission .disclosed that L&N. them by LIEN have been
Randy Wright, Jerry Bolls,
Cabinet congratulated newly-appointed members of the Advisory Committee on
provide more locomotives has a severe shortage of delivered. State officials
Keith Farley, Ron McNutt,
Educational Improvement at the first meeting of the group July 26. Maurice Ryan (cenand hopper cars to solve motor power preventng have met with top-ranking
Don Winchester, Garry
ter). member of the Murray Board of Education, is one of 18 Kentuckians appointed by
coal shipping problems in prompt movement of trains, L&N officials to -resolve the
Evans, Jack Ward, and Chuck
Gov. Julian Carroll to serve on the committee, which will advise the governor and the
and that the situation is situation, and have urged
eastern Kentucky.
Department of Education on the implementation of House Bill 579,the Educational
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4
SUPER SA VINGS

You get:
•4 pieces of fish filet
• crisp french fries
•creamy cole slaw
•2 hushpuppies

, Dr NI ty- 11Pid1ndlitikesiter
and look at their Bonanza Building.
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